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Viewing of lots on weekends or evenings can be arranged.
Please contact us at least 5 days before you come to our office.

Special measures due to Covid-19
We want to make your bidding experience with us as exciting as always, ensuring at the same time your safety and that of our
coworkers. Please take into consideration the following measures during these extraordinary times:
● B
 idders who are able to and wish to personally inspect lots or bid in the auction room must inform us 5 days before coming
in order for us to ensure that the social distancing recommendations can be maintained. Contact us today!
● W
 e anticipate an increased demand for phone bidding and will take steps to reinforce our team in this respect.
We nevertheless request that clients inform us of potential phone bids well in advance of the auction.
● We invite bidders to review the online bidding possibilities. We also remind clients that bids placed on our Live Auction platform
are made directly to the auction room screen without passing through a 3rd party, so it’s really as if bidding in the auction room.
HAND SANITISER AND FACE MASKS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR YOU
AT ALL TIMES DURING THE VIEWING AND THE AUCTION.
WE WILL ALSO ENSURE THAT THE CONDITIONS OF OUR PREMISES
ARE SUITED TO FOLLOW SOCIAL DISTANCING MEASURES.
As of the date of publication of this catalogue, the Federal Swiss health authority recommends:

Keep your
distance

Wearing of masks
compulsory
in public spaces,
on public
transport and at
the workplace

Wash your
hands
thoroughly

If you experience
symptoms,
get tested
immediately
and stay at home

To enable
contact tracing,
always provide
your complete
contact
information

To break infection
chains: download
and activate
the SwissCovid
app

Avoid shaking
hands

Cough and sneeze
into a tissue
or the crook
of your arm

SOURCE: OFFICE FÉDÉRAL DE LA SANTÉ PUBLIQUE (01.03.2021)
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Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot
attend in person). Bids can be made by email, telephone,
and through our Web site.
Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid forms
enclosed with the catalogue.
● W
 rite down the lot numbers of interest to you and your
bids on them
● Complete your personal information
● S
 ign the form on the last page of this catalogue
and send it either:
• by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com
• b
 y post: David Feldman SA
Route de Chancy 59
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Please note that written bids close one day before the auction
takes place. Early bids made by telephone are subject to
written confirmation by email or post.
Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to bid by phone, you should confirm in writing 48
hours before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during
the auction. Due to the availability of multiple other bidding
options, telephone bidding is accepted at the discretion of
David Feldman SA and may be subject to additional charges.
One of our philatelists will call you a few lots in advance of your
first lot of interest, and bid for you directly during the auction.
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Online Bidding
Participate in any David Feldman auction (including internet
only auctions) from the comfort of your home or office.
On www.davidfeldman.com, select "My Account" and follow
the steps to register. Once your details have been confirmed,
you will then be able to participate in the auction (you must be
registered before you can enter any bid on our website and/or
bid live the day of the auction). You may also register your bids
in advance of the auction via our web site.
●
●
●
●
●

 og-in to your account
L
Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you
Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
Click the "Bid" button
Repeat for each desired lot

Live Internet Bidding, Worldwide
You may bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet.
Follow your targeted lots on screen and enter your bids with
the confidence that you will be bidding as if you were in the
auction room itself.
● C
 lick on the "Live Auction" button on the home page
● Log-in to the auction
● Follow the auction and click the "Bid" button to register
your bid with the auction
● Defend your bid(s) as needed
Prices Realised
The prices realised are available on our website at the end
of each auction day.
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"Woodblock" 1d unique unused block of four
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● China and Japan incl. the Max J. Mayer Collection
● Egypt - Part IV of the Joe Chalhoub Collection
David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
www.davidfeldman.com

● F
 rance & Colonies incl. an internationally awarded
Collection of “Ballon Montés”
● Persia incl. the Joe Youssefi Collection (Part III)
● Russia and Soviet Union incl. the “Nikolai” Collection
● G
 reat Britain and British Empire incl. the Line Engraved
“Quercus” and the Seahorses Laurenzi Collections
● A
 ll World and Collections incl. important Belgium
and Latin America

Auction Bidding Agents

Commissionnaires / Kommissionäre
David Feldman SA is pleased to handle your bids, representing you as if you were present in the auction room. However, if
you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list below a number of persons who regularly bid at our sales
on behalf of clients.

David Feldman SA prend soin de vos offres lui parvenant
directement et vous représente au mieux de vos intérêts
comme si vous étiez dans la salle des ventes.

David Feldman SA übernimmt jederzeit Ihre Gebote und
vertritt Sie streng interessewahrend – so wie wenn Sie sich
im Auktionssaal befinden würden

Dans le cas où vous préféreriez néanmoins passer par un
commissionnaire, nous listons ci-après certaines personnes prenant
régulièrement part à nos ventes en représentant des acheteurs.

Sollten Sie jedoch dennoch lieber von einem Kommissionär
vertreten sein wollen, finden sie hier eine Liste der Agenten die
regelmässig unsere Auktionen besuchen.

Germany
Jochen Heddergott
		
		

Tel
+49 (0) 89 272 1683
Mobile +49 (0)151 4040 9090
Email jh@philagent.com

Lorenz Kirchheim
		

Tel
Email

Great Britain
Lancaster		
Auction Agency
		

Tel
+44 (0) 192 326 9775
Email michael.read2@hotmail.co.uk
www.lancasterauctionagency.com

Trevor Chinery
Auction Agency
		

Tel
+44 (0) 7527444825
Email trevortrilogy@aol.com
www.philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk

Nick Martin
		
		
		

Tel
+44 (0) 120 546 0968
Mobile +44 (0) 770 376 6477
Email nick@loveauctions.co.uk
www.loveauctions.co.uk
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+49 (0) 40 645 32 545
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi
		
		

Tel
+39 02 718 023
Mobile +39 (0) 339 730 9312
Email gbstamps@iol.it

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala
		

Tel
Email

+1 847 823 8747
cecwiakala@aol.com

Purser & Associates
		

Tel
Email

+1 857 928 5140
info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel
		

Tel
+1 212 675 0819
Mobile +1 718 873 5702
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Introduction

Dear Collector and Client,

We are holding our traditional Spring/Summer auction auction series from June 14th through to June 19th,
2021, comprising of six different catalogues. Please consult our web site to view or download all catalogues
at www.davidfeldman.com.
We would like to heartily thank our many hundreds of consignors from all parts of the world who have entrusted
us with their collections, recognising our company’s ability to present their stamps and postal history in the best
way to an extensive and knowledgeable collecting public. Indeed, needless to say that without the trust and
continued appetite of our passionate and active collector-clients, this sale would also not be possible. Please note
that the Europe and Overseas sections are in Euros (€), while all GB & British Empire lots are in Pounds Sterling (£).
This All World and Collections catalogue which starts on Thursday the 17th, of which highlights include one of the
most fascinating territories in worldwide classic philately: cancellations on the first issue of the Austrian Empire.
An assembly of great delight, it was formed during a lifetime and includes items offered for the very first time at
auction, or those which have not been seen on the market for over 50 years. The sale continues with an important
section of Belgium from the classic to some interesting back of the book material. Followed by a small but diverse
Overseas section, a notable highlight is our collections section with one-country collections and lots, plus general
all world collections. The day ends with a significant Latin America part. On this occasion we present a rare and
specialised assembly of Bull’s Eyes of Brazil, where papers, multiples and some usages can be found throughout in
more than 70 lots. Colombia will include some unique items from the classic period and Scadta airmails. Uruguay
will feature an outstanding assembly of transfer block reconstructions in the “Sun” issues, and a very rare group
of usages on “Suns”-“Thin” & “Thick” Figures, with numerous examples of which only about five are recorded, or
others which are unique. Finally, the All World and Collections catalogue was extended to Saturday the 19th with
an important section of Egypt and the next part of the Youssefi Persia accompanied by the collections of Mohsen
Pazirandeh.
We will also hold a special viewing of the British Empire single lots and selected/requested large lots on 3rd to 5th
of June at the Strand Palace Hotel, London, on the Strand in Central London. The viewing is by appointment only
and for any requests to view a specific lot please contact ricky@davidfeldman.com and we will do our best to
accommodate you.
Bidding in our auctions can be made in writing via the enclosed bid form, live via Internet in the comfort of your
home or office, by telephone, or indeed through an independent auction agent. Should you have any questions
concerning the material presented, our conditions of sale, or any other matter, please do not hesitate to contact us we are at your service. We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with your purchases.

Geneva, May 2021
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Persia

including the Khosrow "Joe"
Youssefi Collection (Part 3)
and the collections
of Mohsen Pazirandeh
Persia

63000 - 63511

Postal History

63000 - 63005

Indian Postal Agencies in Persia

63006 - 63054

1868-1879 Nasr ed-Din Shah
Lion Issues

63055 - 63106

1868-70 The Baqeri Issue (SG 1-4)
(Persiphila 1-4)
1876 Narrow Spacing (SG 34-35)
(Persiphila 11-12)
1876 Narrow Spacing (SG 15-19)
(Persiphila 13-17)

1878-79 Re-engraved (SG 37-39)
(Persiphila 26-28)

1878-79 Five Kran Stamps (SG 40-43)
(Persiphila 30-37)

63055 - 63056
63057 - 63061
63062 - 63080
63081 - 63095
63096 - 63106

1876-1896 Nasr ed-Din Shah Issues

63107 - 63172

1896-1907 Muzaffer ed-Din Shah
(SG 113-297)

63173 - 63205

1907-1909 Mohammed Ali Mirza Shah
(SG 298-319)

63206 - 63215

1909-1925 Sultan Ahmed Miza Shah
(SG 320-601)

63216 - 63282

1925-1941 Riza Khan Pahlavi Shah
(SG 602-O849)

63283 - 63310

1941-79 Mohammed Riza Pahlavi Shah
(SG 850-2097)

63311 - 63374

Islamic Republic

63375 - 63379

Rebellion and Occupation Issues

63380 - 63408

Censored Mail

63409 - 63421

Postal Stationery

63422 - 63434

Collections, Lots etc.

63435 - 63511

Photo of Mohsen receiving a Mathematics award from the Shah.

63000ex

63003

63005

63007
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63001

63004

63006

63008

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Persia
Postal History
63000

200 - 300



F / 394

1837 (31.5) Folded disinfected entire from Sir Henry Lindsay Bethune in Tabreez (Tabriz), addressed to the
Manager of Royal Bank of Scotland in Edinburgh, Scotland, showing disinfection punctures, London transit
and Edinburgh arrival markings, unusual & scarce early entire, cert. Persiphila (2011)
63001

200 - 300



F / 394

1844 (3.3) Folded disinfected entire from Joseph son of George of Gavalan in Oroomiah (Orumiah) mission
addressed to Reverend Thomas Edward Vermilye in New York City, via Boston with red transit ds “BOSTON”
and straight line “SHIP”, very fine, attractive and rare missionary letter, cert. Persiphila (2011), ex Samad
Khorshid
Note: Joseph son of George of Gavalan wrote that he was studying English and medical books and that he
had witnessed Christians being beaten and offered money to renounce their religion and “it is very much
difficult for Christians to live in this country among the people”
63002

F

100 - 150



1867 Native stampless cover mostly likely from Bushire to Bombay, rated “2 anna” manuscript, with small
Bombay thimble arrival bs, fine and scarce
63003

F / 394

200 - 300



1878 Historical military envelope with enclosed letter written in French from A. Jourdan to his brother,
Commander Jourdan, discussing Russian expansions and activities in Persia, a scarce historic usage
63004

F / 394

200 - 260



1924 Incoming 1a on 1/2a postal stationery envelope from Lyallpur further franked on reverse with five KGV
1a, sent via Baghdad HQ 31 May 24 to Kermanshah, Iran, extremely rare destination
63005

F / 394

600 - 800



RUSSIA USED IN PERSIA: Russia 10k Arms tied by ENZELI cds, with Teheran transit and Yezd arrival,
commercial cachet for a company based in Baku, minor soiling, rare

Indian Postal Agencies in Persia
63006

F / 394

300 - 400



ABADAN: 1917 Document bearing a part set of nine India George V from 1/2a to 1r all tied by ABADAN/2.
MAY.17 cds on document stating the reason of the usage of these stamps, unusual & scarce
63007

F / 394

300 - 400



AHWAZ: 1915 Large legal size OHMS registered envelope addressed to the Chief Political Officer, Basra,
rated to 4 1/2a, franked by India OHMS KEVII 1/2a single and 4a, all cancelled or tied by AHWAZ/20.JUN.15
cds, with AHWAZ registered label alongside, a fine and scarce usage, ex Parsons
63008

F / 394

400 - 600



AHWAZ: 1917 Large legal size ON FIELD SERVICE registered envelope addressed to BASRAH, franked by
India GV 1a (2) and 4a, neatly tied by AHWAZ cds, with AHWAZ registered label alongside, fine and very
scarce usage
63009

F / 396

200 - 300



AHWAZ: 1922 (27.2) Envelope from Ahwas to Cairo, franked India GV 1a red block of three, tied AHWAZ/27.
FEB.22 cds and Cairo arrival alongside, scarce, ex Parsons
63010

F / 396

150 - 200



BANDAR ABBAS: 1876 Registered envelope to Bombay, with 5 annas rate all neatly tied on reverse by “K1-5” Bandar Abbas duplex ds, with Bandar Abbas boxed registered cachet alongside, rare usage
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63010
63009

63011

63014

63019
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63013

63015

63020

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63011

F / 396

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200



BANDAR ABBAS: 1880 Envelope via Bombay & Suez to Cairo, with 3 annas rate all neatly tied on reverse
by “B” boxed bars with Bandar Abbas cds and other transit and arrival markings alongside, rare usage to
Egypt, ex Parsons
63012

F

90 - 120



BANDER ABBAS: Envelope with QV 1/2a blue on reverse tied by “B” in barred square with BANDARABAS
cds adjacent, Shaikapour arrival, some toning
63013

150 - 200



F / 396

BANDAR ABBAS: 1883 Registered envelope to Bombay, with 3 annas rate all neatly tied on reverse by “B”in
boxed bars with Bandar Abbas boxed registered cachet alongside, a fine and scarce usage
63014

200 - 300



F / 396

BANDAR ABBAS: 1884 Envelope franked with four QV 1/2a blue tied to backflap by Bandar Abbas “B”
duplex dated APR 84, sent to Bombay India, very fine, scarce
63015

200 - 300



F / 396

BANDER ABBAS: 1884 Envelope franked with a QV 1/2a blue tied to backflap by very fine strike of the
Bandar-Abas “B” duplex dated APR 84 sent to Bombay, arrival cds MAY 84, very fine and scarce
63016

F

100 - 150



BANDAR ABBAS: 1886 Small envelope franked with two QV 1/2a green tied to backflap by Bandar Abbas
four lines squared circle dated 6 MY 86, sent to Shikarpur India, opening tear to side, fine
63017

F

75 - 100



BANDER ABBAS: 1892 Envelope with two QV 1a on reverse tied by BANDAR ABAS thimble squared circle
ds, fine
63018

F

75 - 100



BANDER ABBAS: 1893 (Jan 1) Envelope with QV 1/2a green on reverse tied by thimble squared circle ds,
with Bushire arrival cds adjacent, very fine
63019

300 - 400



F / 396

BANDAR ABBAS: 1894 Registered envelope to Switzerland, rated to 4 1/2a, all cancelled or tied by thimble
Bandar Abbas squared circle, with Bandar Abbas boxed registered cachet alongside, a fine and scarce
usage
63020

300 - 500



F / 396

BUSHIRE: 1858 Small neat envelope from Bushire to Bombay, franked 1854 1a red, two singles, tied
diamond of bars, plus enclosed letter datelined “Bushire Sept 27th ‘58”, scarce
63021

200 - 300



F / 398

BUSHIRE: 1867 (10.1) Small neatly native envelope from Bushire to Bombay, bearing “BUSHIER” cds and
boxed framed “BUSHIRE/P.O./BEG 4 ANNA”, very fine, cert. Sadri (2011)
63022

200 - 300



F / 398

BUSHIRE: 1869 Envelope to England, franked QV 4a tied Bushire duplex “308”, showing straight line INDIA
PAID and manuscript “Officers Letter” alongside, a rare usage of the duplex
63023

F

75 - 100



BUSHIRE: Envelope with two QV 1/2a blue on reverse tied by Bushire “B” duplex with Bombay arrival cds
adjacent, fine
63024

F / 398

300 - 400



BUSHIRE: 1880 Registered envelope to London, with 13 annas rate all neatly tied by “B” in square and
London oval registered ds, with Bushire boxed registered cachet on reverse, rare usage
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63021
63022

63024

63031

63032
63034

63036

63035ex
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63025

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150



BUSHIRE: 1881-85 Three covers each franked QV 1/2a blue on reverse, each tied by a different Bushire
cancel, a fine and attractive trio
63026

F

380 - 440



BUSHIRE: 1886-88, Five envelopes with QV 1/2a green and one with 1a tied by Bushire squared circles,
Banderabas arrival cds, various faults
63027

F

260 - 300



BUSHIRE: 1887-89, Four envelopes with QV 1/2a green tied by Bushire squared circles, Banderabas arrival
cds, minor faults
63028

F

110 - 140



BUSHIRE: Two envelopes with QV 1/2a green tied by Bushire squared circles, and both underpaid with
“POSTAGE DUE / 1 ANNA” hs, Banderabas arrival cds, minor faults
63029

F

110 - 140



BUSHIRE: Two envelopes with QV 1/2a green tied by Bushire squared circles, Banderabas arrival cds,
minor faults
63030

F

70 - 100



BUSHIRE: 1897 India QV 1a blue postal stationery card written from SHIRAZ 15 June 1897, sent to Vienna,
cancelled at Bushire IPA JUN 19 1897, with Sea Post Office JL 2 97, fine and scarce
63031

150 - 200



F / 398

BUSHIRE: 1899 Registered consular stationery envelope to Germany, uprated to 4 1/2a, all cancelled or tied
by thimble Bushire squared circle, fine and scarce
63032

300 - 400



F / 398

BUSHIRE: 1902 Envelope franked with India QV 3p pair tied by “BUSHIRE MA 8” squared circle, sent to
Bombay and with the Bushire Postage Due horseshoe mark on front and the Bombay ‘Unpaid’ in green on
reverse, rare to have postage due markings from despatch and arrival
63033

F

60 - 80



BUSHIRE: 1906 Picture Postcard franked India KEVII 1/2a tied by “BUSHIRE 28 OC 06” squared circle ds
sent to Belgium with Sea Post Office cds dated 3 NOV 06, rare destination
63034

F / 398

300 - 400



BUSHIRE: 1912 Large legal size British Consular registered envelope addressed to Brigadier General W.R.
Birdwood, commanding the Kohat Brigade at the Khyber Pass, rated to 13 1/2a, all cancelled or tied by
BUSHIRE/REG.5.FE.12 cds, with registered label alongside, a fine and scarce usage
63035

F / 398

240 - 300



BUSHIRE: 1916 Registered cover from the Imperial Bank of Persia franked on reverse with India KGV
2a6p and 2a tied by “BUSHIRE REG” cds, sent to Denver USA, via Bombay, front with “PASSED CENSOR
BOMBAY” in violet, Bushire registration label and hs, very fine, rare
63036

F / 398

500 - 800



BUSHIRE: 1917 Large legal size OHMS envelope addressed to Shushtar, franked by India Service GV 1a,
neatly tied by BUSHIRE squared circle, with MOHAMMERAH and AHWAZ cds on reverse, fine and very
scarce usage of the Service issue on cover
63037

F / 400

200 - 260



BUSHIRE: 1917 Envelope franked India KGV 1a pair and 2a6p tied by BUSHIRE squared circle dated 5 MA
17, sent registered to Bombay with fine strike of the double circle violet “PASSED CENSOR BUSHIRE”,
opening tears on front reinforced by hinge, scarce cover
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63037

63038

63039
63040

63043
63045

63044
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63046

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63038

F / 400

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400



CHABBAR: 1916 Envelope addressed from Karachi to Chabbar, rated to 1a, franked by India GV 1/2a pair,
showing rare CHABBAR PERSIAN GULF BO double circle ds in blue, fine and very scarce
63039

500 - 800



F / 400

FIELD FORCE: 1857 Stampless envelope with black “FIELD FORCE PERSIA/20.SE.57/BG” ds with “10
annas” manuscript rate mkg alongisde on front and double ring Bombay arrival on reverse, fine and scarce
63040

300 - 500



F / 400

FIELD FORCE: 1857 Stampless envelope with black “FIELD FORCE PERSIA/5.JY.57/BG” ds with “4”
inserted in manuscript on front and double ring Bombay arrival on reverse, envelope sl. reduced at right,
fine and scarce, cert. RPS (2011)
63041

F

70 - 100



FPO: 1918 Stampless picture postcard of Mohammerah cancelled by “F.P.O. 329 13 MAY 18”, sent to
Dublin, Ireland, fine and scarce
63042

F

70 - 100



FPO: 1919 Stampless envelope endorsed “On Field Service” signed lower left “E F Orton Colonel / IG SPR”
(South Persia Rifles), sent to London backstamped “F.P.O. No. 357 26 SE 19”, very fine
63043

200 - 300



F / 400

JASK: 1911 Envelope addressed to India, rated to 2 1/2a, franked by India Ed.VII 1/2a single and 1a pair, all
cancelled or tied by JASK squared circle ds, fine and scarce
63044

150 - 200



DFE / 400

MAIDAN-I-NAPHTAN: 1922 Cover front to England, franked India KGV 3a tied by MAIDAN-I-NAPHTAN cds,
very fine and rare usage from this town
63045

150 - 200



DFE / 400

MAIDAN-I-NAPHTAN: 1922 Cover front to England, franked India KGV 3a tied by MAIDAN-I-NAPHTAN cds,
very fine and rare usage from this town
63046

400 - 500



F / 400

MOHAMMERA: 1910 Large legal size British Consular OHMS registered envelope addressed to the Foreign
Office, London, rated to 3a, franked by India OHMS Ed.VII 1a single and pair, all cancelled or tied by
MOHAMMERA/6.JA.10 cds, with MOHAMMERA registered label alongside, a fine and scarce usage,
showpiece
63047

F

70 - 100



MOHAMMERAH: 1911 Picture postcard of Mohammerah from Karoon river, franked with India KEVII 1/2a
pair tied by Mohammerah cds 16 DE 11 sent to Ireland, very fine
63048

F

150 - 200



MOHAMMERAH: 1912 Envelope franked with India KEVII 2a6p (front side) and 1/2a block of 4 (reverse) tied
by Mohammerah cds 13 AP 12 cds, sent registered to the USA, via New York 12 May 12, arrival 13 May 12,
some damage around edges, scarce destination
63049

F

70 - 100



MOHAMMERAH: 1919 Envelope from Bombay to Isfahan with “DIZFOOL VIA MOHAMMERAH” hs, franked
on backflap with a King George V 2a6p uncancelled, opened to right side (irregular) fine and scarce
63050

F / 416

200 - 300



NASSIRABAD: 1896 Envelope from Captain William Delamain, 23rd Bombay Rifles, from Kirkee, Persia,
franked QV 1/2a green, two singles tied NUSSEERABAD/24.AU.98 cds, plus enclosed letter with regiment
insignia, attractive and scarce
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63064
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63060

63071

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

63051

H G F DFE collection / 416

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’200



1854-1946 Attractive mixed accumulation of over 120 covers, cards, fronts and fragments, showing a
varied array of frankings and usages from various towns including Ahwaz, Bandar-Abbas, Bushire, Jask,
Linga, Maidan-Naphtion, Mohammera etc., plus array of mail from India to Persia, mixed to fine, a scarce
assembly (120+)
63052

300 - 400



H G F J DFE collection

1886-1923, A mixed accumulation of over 180 items with covers, fragments and stamps show an array of
different town cancels including Ahwaz, Bushire, Henjam, Jask, Linga, Mohammerah etc., an unusual group
(180+)
63053

300 - 400



F collection

1910-21, Group of four covers incl. ppc from Bushire with KEVII 1/2a tied by square circle, incoming India
KEVII registered envelope from Bombay to Yezd, incoming 1915 cover from India to Mohammerah with
postage due hs and censor cachets incl. contents and 1921 cover from Linga with KGV 1/2a block of 4
underpaid with Linga postage due hs, mixed condition.
63054

200 - 300



F collection

Group of 10 covers incl. Bushire “B” duplex on 1/2a, Bushire squared circle on three 1a on cover sent
registered, six covers with 1/2a single or pairs tied by Bushire squared circles and Bandar-Abas squared
circle on 1a on cover and on 1/2a underpaid cover

1868-1879 Nasr ed-Din Shah Lion Issues
1868-70 The Baqeri Issue (SG 1-4) (Persiphila 1-4)

63055

63055

63056



DCE

3i

70 - 100

4sh Bluish Green type III on thick paper, unused, with three good margins, central thin and tiny pinhole,
Sigmund Friedl of Vienna hs on reverse, cert. Sadri
63056



DCE

4

70 - 100

11

400 - 500

8sh Vermilion type IV unused, minor wrinkles, fine, Sigmund Friedl of Vienna hs on reverse, cert. Sadri

1876 Narrow Spacing (SG 34-35) (Persiphila 11-12)
63057



C H / 402

1876 1sh black, selection of five unused & used singles, with all four types present, usual faults, generally
fresh and a very fine group, all neatly mounted and written up on exhibition page (5) (Persiphila $3’100)

63058

H



11

200 - 300

1876 1sh. black, selection of four used singles, showing all for types A to D, few minor faults, thins otherwise
fine, some signed Sadri (4) (Persiphila $2’800+)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63059

DCE

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

11S2 1’000 - 1’500



1876 1sh. black, complete imperforate vertical sheet of four, unused, setting II showing positions ‘ACDB’,
fine and a rare setting (Persiphila $9’000)
63060



C DCE / 402

12

700 - 800

1876 2sh black, selection of five unused singles, with all four types present, usual small faults, generally
fresh and a very fine group, all neatly mounted and written up on exhibition page, four signed Holcombe (5)
(Persiphila $5’000)

63061

DCE



12

200 - 300

1876 2sh black, unused, all four settings A-D, unused with touched to good margins, few faults, fine
appearance, signed Sadri (Persiphila $4’000)

1876 Narrow Spacing (SG 15-19) (Persiphila 13-17)

63062

J DCE



13

1876 1sh black group of three unused sheetlets of four, one setting V types DA/BC and two setting III types
BC/AD, all faults incl. thins
404 | All World and Collections

500 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63063

C H DCE

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

14 1’200 - 1’500



1876 2sh blue, selection of ten unused and used, with singles and one used pair, with an array of different
shades from all four types, some usual faults, generally fresh and a very fine group, all neatly mounted and
written up on exhibition page (10) (Persiphila $8’950)
63064



H G DCE / 402

14E-14G 1’500 - 2’000

1876 2sh blue, selection of fifteen unused singles and nine used singles, showing an array of printing
flaws, colour and shade variations, plus postmarks, few with faults, generally fresh and very fine, all neatly
mounted and written up on an exhibition page, some signed Sadri (24) (Persiphila $17’400+)

63065

H



15a var

700 - 1’000

1876 4sh dull red, position type ‘C’, used single showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES FROM TWO DIFFERENT
ISSUES, one side shows additional DOUBLE IMPRESSION, a remarkable item, fine and a very rare variety
or possibly unique, showpiece

63066

C DCE



15a,15b 2’000 - 2’600

1876 4sh dull red, selection of four unused or used singles, each with the following varieties “printed both
side, same directions” from types A and C, “printed both side, opposite directions” from types B and D, two
with defects, an extremely rare group, two signed Holcombe (4) (Persiphila $24’000)

63067

C DCE



16

700 - 800

1876 1kr carmine, on white paper, selection of four unused singles, showing all four positions and array of
shades, some usual faults, generally fresh, a very fine and rare group, all neatly mounted and written up on
exhibition page (4) (Persiphila $7’000)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63068

63068

63069

H

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

16a

500 - 700

63070



1876 1kr carmine, used single showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, SAME DIRECTION and used on both sides,
faulty, a very rare variety (Persiphila $5’000)
63069

H



16a

500 - 700

1876 1kr carmine, used single showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, SAME DIRECTION, small thin spot, fine and
a very rare variety (Persiphila $5’000)
63070

H



16a

400 - 600

1876 1kr carmine, used single showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, OPPOSITE DIRECTION, couple of small
thins, fine and a very rare variety (Persiphila $5’000)
63071



H / 402

16f

800 - 1’000

1876 1kr carmine, on laid paper, selection of sixteen used singles or pairs, showing reconstructions of
setting AB/CD and BD/AC, some usual small faults, showing array of shades, generally fresh and a very fine
group, all neatly mounted and written up on exhibition page (16) (Persiphila $14’640)
63072



C H DCE / 408

16h,16ha

700 - 800

1876 1kr carmine, on white paper, selection of nine unused or used singles, showing all four positions and
array of shades, plus varieties printed on “pelure paper” and the extremely rare “printed both side, opposite
directions” (defective), generally fresh, a very fine and rare group (9) (Persiphila $11’600)

63074

63073

63073



J DCE

17 3’000 - 4’000

1876 4kr yellow, setting VI showing position types ‘DB/AC’, unused sheet of four, close even margins, split
at top right corner and slight thin, an exceptionally rare unused block in this setting, apparently only six
blocks recorded, ex Sharghi
63074

DCE



17

1876 4kr yellow, showing types ‘CA’, unused horizontal pair, close even margins, fine and an exceptionally
rare pair (Persiphila $8’000+)
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600 - 800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63075

H / 408



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

17

500 - 600

1876 4kr yellow on white paper, selection of sixteen used singles, showing four reconstructions from setting
DB/AC, CA/BD, DC/BA and CB/DA, showing array of shades, some usual faults, generally fresh and a very
fine group, all neatly mounted and written up on exhibition page (16) (Persiphila $5’600+)
63076



H / 408

17 A-17F

700 - 1’000

1876 4kr yellow on laid paper, selection of twelve used singles and two pairs, showing an array of colour
and shade variations including the scarcer olive, ochre and brownish shades, few with faults, generally fresh
and very fine, all neatly mounted and written up on an exhibition page, some signed Sadri (16) (Persiphila
$9’400+)

63077

63077

H

63078



17a

500 - 800

1876 4kr yellow on laid paper, used single, showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, SAME DIRECTION, good even
margins, horizontal split at top and small thin, a very rare variety, signed Sadri (Persiphila $6’000)
63078

H



17b

500 - 800

1876 4kr yellow on laid paper, used single, showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, OPPOSITE DIRECTION, tiny thin
spot and pinhole in the margin only, fresh and fine, a very rare variety, signed Holcombe (Persiphila $6’000)

63079

63079

H

63080



17b

500 - 700

1876 4kr yellow, used single, showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, OPPOSITE DIRECTION, just clear to good
margins, horizontal crease, a very rare variety (Persiphila $6’000)
63080

H



17b var

700 - 1’000

1876 4kr yellow, used single, showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, SIDEWAYS DIRECTION, small thin spot,
fresh and very fine, apparently a unique error, signed Sadri (Persiphila $6’000+)

1878-79 Re-engraved (SG 37-39) (Persiphila 26-28)

63081

H DCE



26

200 - 300

1878-79 1kr carmine on white thin and or medium paper, selection of eight used singles, all presented in
reconstructed sheetlets, few minor faults, generally fresh and very fine, some signed Sadri (8) (Persiphila $2’100+)
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63076

63072
63110
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63082

63082

H

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

26

100 - 150

63083



1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used pair, clear to good margins, late stage printing in purple carmine
with fingerprint inking, thins, fine and scarce (Persiphila $1’500+)
63083

C



26a

400 - 600

1878-79 1kr carmine showing printed both sides error, unused with large even margins, very fine and rare,
signed Sadri (Persiphila $2’500)

63084

63084

H

63085



63086

26a

300 - 400

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used single, showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES variety, pinhole otherwise
fine and very scarce (Persiphila $2’500)
63085

H



26b

150 - 200

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used single, showing DOUBLE IMPRESSION variety, horizontal
creasing, fine and very scarce (Persiphila $1’800)
63086

H



26e

150 - 200

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used pair on piece, clear to good margins, mid stage printing in rose
with fugitive ink, some minor wrinkling, fine and scarce (Persiphila $1’500+)

63087

J DCE



26GS1

500 - 700

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, unused complete sheetlet of four, setting I positions ‘BD/CA’, clear
to good margins, blotchy print showing early crack, thin at top right, fine and rare, signed Sigmund Friedl
(Persiphila $4’500+)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63088

63088

Estimate (€)

26S1

500 - 700

63089



H J

Cat. n°

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used complete sheetlet of four, setting I positions ‘BD/CA’, central
KERMAN cds, close to clear margins, slightly heavy hinging and one stamp with tiny pinhole, fine and rare
(Persiphila $3’500+)
63089



H J

26S1

500 - 700

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used complete sheetlet of four, setting I positions ‘BD/CA’, with two
YEZD cds, close to clear margins, light wrinkle, fine and rare, signed Dr. Dadkhah, cert. Iranian Philatelic
Society (1966) (Persiphila $3’500+)

63090

63090

H J

63091



26S1

500 - 700

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used complete sheetlet of four, setting I positions ‘BD/CA’, with two
BOUSHIR cds, close to clear margins, fine and rare, cert. Persiphila (2013) (Persiphila $3’500+)
63091

H J



26S1

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used complete sheetlet of four, setting I positions ‘BD/CA’, with
multiple TEHRAN/30.9 cds, clear to good margins, fine and rare (Persiphila $3’500+)

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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400 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63092

63092



H J

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

26S1

400 - 600

63093

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper with fugitive ink, used complete sheetlet of four, setting I positions ‘BD/
CA’, with superb central TEHRAN/28.2 cds, clear to good margins, couple of creases, fine and rare, signed
Holcombe (Persiphila $3’500+)
63093



G J

26S1

500 - 700

1878-79 1kr carmine on white paper, used complete sheetlet of four, setting I positions ‘BD/CA’, neatly tied
on small waybill fragment by two multiple TEHRAN cds, good to large margins, very fine and rare, signed
Heddergott and Holcombe, cert. Holcombe (Persiphila $3’500+)

63094



H K

27S2a 1’000 - 1’500

1878-79 1kr carmine on yellow paper, used vertical TÊTE-BÊCHE pair, showing positional types ‘D/C’, good
to large even margins, fresh and very fine, a very rare pair, signed Sadri (Persiphila $7’000)

63095

H



28 1’000 - 1’500

1878-79 One Toman bronze red on blue pelure paper, type A, good to large margins, cancelled by neat
Teheran cds, very fine and rare especially in this condition, cert. Bühler (1984) (Persiphila $6’000)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1878-79 Five Kran Stamps (SG 40-43) (Persiphila 30-37)

63096

8’000 - 10’000

30AS

J DCE

1878-79 5kr grey blue, unused complete sheetlet of four, from the setting with positions ‘AD/CB’, showing
huge margins, a superb sheetlet and exceedingly rare, one of only two such sheetlet recorded, a showpiece,
signed Heddergott, cert. Sadri (Persiphila $75’000+)

63097

H



30AS

700 - 1’000

1878-79 5kr blue (shades), selection of four used singles, showing all four positional types A to D
reconstructed as per setting ‘AD/CB’, touched to large margins, one thinned, one with tiny pinhole, generally
fresh and very fine, some signed Sadri (4) (Persiphila $8’000)

63098

H



31 1’000 - 1’500

1878-79 5kr bronze gold shade, five of the less than ten recorded examples of this shade, all used single,
from different positions, showing good to large margins, some faults, generally fresh and fine, an extremely
rare group (5), some signed Sadri

63099

H



31S

1878-79 5kr gold, selection of four used singles, showing all four positional types A to D reconstructed as per
setting ‘AD/CB’, close to large margins, generally fresh and very fine, some signed Sadri (4) (Persiphila $3’000)
412 | All World and Collections

300 - 500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63100

H



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

31S

200 - 300

1878-79 5kr olive gold, selection of three used singles, showing positional types A, C and D, close to large
margins, some faults, some signed Sadri (3) (Persiphila $2’250)

63101

H



32S

600 - 800

1878-79 5kr bronze-red shades, selection of three used singles, showing all positional types B, C and D,
close to large margins, some thins, generally fine, some signed Sadri (3) (Persiphila $7’500)

63102

H

33 1’000 - 1’500



1878-79 5kr purple bronze, attractive used selection of 4 singles, showing all four types, all with good
to large margins, few usual small faults, a fine & a rare assembly, a few signed Holcombe or Dadkhah (4)
(Persiphila $15’000)

63103



DCE

34 4’000 - 5’000

1878-79 5kr bronze purple shade, unused single, showing all four margins clear to large, position A, slight
staining, small thin, an extremely rare colour, apparently only four recorded, signed (Persiphila $65’000)

63104

H



34

300 - 500

1878-79 5kr bronze purple shade, used single, showing all four margins clear to good margins, smudged ink
impression, thinned at top left, an extremely rare colour, signed (Persiphila $3’750)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

63105

63105

H

Estimate (€)

63106

34S 1’000 - 1’500



1878-79 5kr bronze purple shades, selection of four used singles, showing all four positional types A to
D reconstructed as per setting ‘AD/CB’, close to large margins, some minor faults, generally fine, a rare
reconstruction, some signed Sadri (4) (Persiphila $15’000)
63106

H



36A

700 - 1’000

1878-79 5kr olive gold bronze, used single, position ‘A’ from the setting ‘AD/CB’, close to large margins,
light horizontal crease, fine and extremely rare, showpiece (Persiphila $15’000+)

1876-1896 Nasr ed-Din Shah Issues
63107



F / 416

18+19

200 - 300

1876 First Portrait 1sh and 2sh pair tied on reverse of 21 September 1879 small neat native envelope,
franked by TABRIZ 22/9 cds, sent to Teheran, arrival bs alongside, a scarce usage

63108

F

18+20 1’500 - 2’000



1876 1sh and 5sh, two singles of each value, tied on reverse of cover from Ispahan via Bombay, Sea Post
Office, Suez to Cairo, Egypt, by ISPAHAN/16.10 (1878) cds, paying the Twelve Shahi special sea post letter
rate via India, very fine and one of only two such frankings recorded, showpiece, ex Eftekhar
63109

F / 416



18C,19A

200 - 300

1876 First Portrait 1sh rose and black, perf. 11, plus 2sh green and black, neatly tied by BOUSHIR/25.10
cds on cover to Isfahan, plus original contents, fine and a scarce usage
63110

F / 408



20

1876 First Portrait 5sh tied on 1880 registered letter return receipt from Tabriz dated November 1880, the
letter was sent from Mirza Karim, a prominent Azeri merchant in Tabriz to Mirza Reza in Teheran, fine and rare
414 | All World and Collections

700 - 900

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63111

F / 416



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

20

300 - 500

1876 First Portrait 5sh rose and black on 1878 diplomatic mail from Tehran, incl. original letter with interesting
content about the mistake of not having gone to war with Russia, as well as Amir of Afghanistan, signed by
R.M. Smith sent to to Commandant Jourdan in Lyon France, sent 14 10 78, clean cover, rare and interesting
63112



F / 416

20A

150 - 200

1876 First Portrait 5sh rose and black, perf. 13, neatly tied by TEHERAN/10.8 cds, on cover to Isfahan,
cover toning, scarce
63113



F / 416

20BD

150 - 200

1876 First Portrait 5sh rose and black, perf. 12 1/2 x 11, neatly tied by YEZD/22.1 cds on cover to Isfahan,
fine and scarce usage of this perforation variety
63114



F / 418

20C

150 - 200

1876 First Portrait 5sh rose and black, perf. 11, two singles, neatly tied by BOUSHIR/7.6 cds, on local cover,
roughly opened at right, including original contents, scarce
63115



F / 418

21

500 - 600

1876 First Portrait 10sh single tied on 1881 parcel post receipt, sent from Kerman 23 /9 and has two Teheran
different type of cancellations, rare
63116



F / 418

21

200 - 300

1876 10sh blue and black, vertical pair tied on registered cover from Teheran to Shiraz by violet TEHERAN/5.5
(1878) cds, paying the twenty shahi rate, very fine and apparently the only recorded non registered 20 shahi
rate, ex Eftekhar
63117



F / 418

21

100 - 150

1876 First Portrait 10sh blue and black, single tied on registered cover from Shiraz to Isfahan, by CHIRAZ/22.5
(1879) cds, paying the Five Shahi internal letter rate and Five Shahi registration, very fine and scarce
63118



F / 418

21B

500 - 600

1876 First Portrait 10sh blue & black perf.12 tied to waybill by Zendjan cds, with Tehran cds below, creasing
to waybill clear of stamp, fine and scarce, signed Dr. Dadkhah
63119



F / 418

40, 41

400 - 500

1879-80 1sh red and black and two 2sh yellow and black tied on reverse of 1880 envelope by ISPAHAN/2.11
cds with Teheran arrival cds alongside, colourful and scarce (Persiphila 40-41)

63120ex

63120

C

63121ex



40-43

300 - 400

1879-80 Portrait Issue 1sh, 2sh, 5sh and 10sh mint hr, a couple with large hinge remnants, some minor gum
wrinkles, fresh and scarce, 5sh and 10sh signed Sadri (Persiphila $1’035)
63121

C DCE



40A-45B

400 - 600

1879-80 Second Portrait 1sh to 5kr, two complete unused sets of six, showing both perf. 12 and 13, fine
and a rare group (12) (Persiphila $3’470)
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63051ex2

63107

63109

63112

63113
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63122

F / 420



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

42

150 - 200

1879-80 Second Portrait 5sh green and black, tied ISPAHAN cds on reverse on small neat native envelope
to Teheran, creases, scarce
63123



F / 420

43C

300 - 500

1879 Second Portrait 5sh green & black COMPOUND PERF.13x12.5, tied to an On Her Majesty’s Service
envelope, India Government embossed flap, by a Teheran cds dated 12 2 80, sent to London via Tabriz,
arrival London 11 MAR 80, the 5ch compound perforation is stated to be the only recorded perf 13x12.5,
rare

63124

G



43G

300 - 400

1879-80 Second Portrait 10sh violet and black, horizontal and vertical bisects on fragments, fine and scarce

63125

F

43G 1’600 - 2’000



1879-80 10sh violet and black BISECT tied by negative seal of GHOMEISHEH H 1297 (1879/80), paying 5sh
inland rate, a very scarce and early type I of Ghomeishe pmk

63126

F

43G 1’000 - 1’500



1879-80 Second Portrait 10sh BISECT ON COVER tied by violet Schiras cds, very fine and scarce
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63115

63118

63117
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63119

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63127

J P



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

43PA

200 - 300

1879-80 Second Portrait 10sh violet and black, bottom left corner sheet marginal imperforate proof block
of four on yellow paper, very fine and scarce (Persiphila $1’870)

63128

63128

H

63129



44D

150 - 200

45Ba, 45E

800 - 900

1879-80 Second Portrait 1kr brown and black, perf. 10 1/2 x 12, used, fine and extremely rare
63129

H



1879-80 5kr Blue & Black IMPERFORATE with large margins and neat Teheran cds, fine; and 5kr perf. with
background inverted centre and light cds, tear at foot, scarce

63130

63130



H G

63131

45Ba, etc.

900 - 1’200

1879-80 Second Portrait issue group on a stockcard incl. 5kr with INVERTED BACKGROUND, neat cds,
fine; four 5kr on piece of waybill, etc.
63131

C H



45E

200 - 300

1879-80 Second Portrait 5kr blue and black, imperforate three used singles, plus normal mint single, fine
and a rare group (4)
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63136

63137

63138

63139

63141
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63140

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63132

H



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

45E,45Ea

300 - 400

1879-80 5kr blue and black, two IMPERFORATE used pairs, one normal and the other showing
BACKGROUND INVERTED variety, plus normal single, a fine & rare group (Persiphila $2’450+)

63133

260 - 300



DCE P

1881 Lithographed Mitra Issue set of three imperf. proofs on thick ungummed paper, 5c with tear, 10c and
25c in matching right marginals with printer’s cross

63134ex

63134

C

63135ex

46-48 1’600 - 2’000



1881 Mitra Issue Lithographed mint perf.12 5c & 10c, perf.13 set and perf.12x13 5c & 10c, some scarce,
the 25c is very rare, some minor faults
63135

C H



49, 50, 51

320 - 400

51

200 - 300

1881 Mitra Issue Recessed perf. 12 & 13 sets, mint/unused except one used, minor faults
63136

F / 420



1881 Recessed Mitra Issue 5sh (25c) deep green and green, tied TEHERAN cds on reverse of 1895
envelope to Kazvin, roughly opened at side, scarce late usage
63137

F / 420



51

200 - 300

1881 Recessed Mitra Issue 5sh (25c) deep green and green, tied ISPAHAN cds on reverse of 1881 envelope
to Yezd, very fine and scarce early usage
63138

F / 420



51

200 - 300

1881 Recessed Mitra Issue 5sh (25c) deep green and green, tied MECHED/24.9 cds on reverse of 1881
envelope to Sabzevar, very fine and rare early usage
63139

F / 420



51A

160 - 200

1881 Recessed Mitra Issue 5sh (25c) green perf.12 on envelope tied by Schiraz cds, fine
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63143

63144

63145ex

63148
63152

63156
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63164

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63140

F / 420



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

51B

150 - 200

1881 Recessed Mitra Issue 5sh (25c) green perf.13 on reverse of envelope tied by BOUSHIR cds, minor
envelope faults, fine
63141



F / 420

60B, 61B

150 - 200

1882 Retouched Portraits set, both values (perf 13) tied by light red-brown cds (Khoy?) to cover with hs
seals front (small neg. oval registration hs) and back, 5sh is Sadri type “a,” cover has slight toned spots,
else fine and very appealing, signed Sadri & cert. Persiphila (2006) (Persiphila $1,000+ for 10sh on cover)
Note: 5sh paid internal postage, 10sh the registration fee; addressed to a cleric, Mirza Ahmad, and ms
dated 14 Djamadi 2 (31 March 1885) with docketing, “received from Ali Khan, governor of Khoy”
63142



F / 422

52

800 - 900

1882 Recess Printed Issue 50c, two examples on the reverse of a cover from Abbasi to Yezd, reduced atop
(affecting the top of one stamp) and at side, very scarce franking
63143



F / 422

52

600 - 700

1882 10sh (50c) tied on reverse of 1883 envelope by Teheran 23/3 cds paying double internal rate to
Isfahan, no further markings, an extremely rare usage, showpiece
63144



F / 422

60

200 - 300

1882 Retouched Issue 5s deep green and green, type I, two singles, tied YEZD/13.10 cds on reverse of
1883 envelope to Hamadan, very fine and scarce
63145



F / 422

60

150 - 200

1882 Retouched 5ch on two covers; one perf.12 tied by Teheran cds with “4” hs above; other perf.12 3/4
on reverse of envelope tied by Ispahan cds, fine pair
63146

F



60

20 - 30

1882 Retouched 5ch on reverse of cover tied by ABBASEE cds, minor soiling, a clear strike of the cancel
63147

F



60, etc.

340 - 400

1882 Retouched 5sh on two covers, one with further 1885-86 1k (torn down right side) on cover from Yezd
and on on cover with 1885-86 10ch from Yezd, faults
63148



F / 422

60a

200 - 300

1882 Retouched Issue 5s deep green and green, type II, tied TEHERAN/31.10 cds on reverse of 1882
envelope to Hamadan, very fine and a scarce usage of the type II stamp

63149

C DCE



66P1-66P6

100 - 150

1882 Petitin Issues: Attractive unused selection of all six values, plus some duplication, some slight faults,
mixed to fine (20)(Sc.$600+)
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

63150

C H G DCE



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

62-64

200 - 300

1884 Bisected Provisional Issue: Selection of seventeen mostly used bisected values off and on fragments, plus
some earlier bisects including the 1879-80 10sh bisect etc., an unusual, mixed to fine, scarce assembly (17)

63151

C



71

50 - 80

82

200 - 300

1885-87 “OFFICIEL” 6sh on 10sh perf.12 mint hr, vertical gum crease, fine, cert. Sadri
63152



F / 422

1885 “Shevidi” Lithographed 5ch (2) on envelope (with original contents) tied by KERMAN cds with further
strike adjacent, roughly opened at left, a rare usage
63153

F



83, 89

90 - 100

1885 Issue on two covers; one sent to Abbasi with 10ch tied by Yezd cds and other sent to Abbasi with 5ch
tied by Refsanjan native cancel, fine
63154

F



86, 87

130 - 150

1885 Typographed Issue 1c and two 2ch on reverse of cover from Yezd to Abbasi, peripheral cover faults
at right
63155

F



88-90

200 - 300

1885-86 Typographed Issue on a group of 10 covers, one with 5c and 10c with registered label tied by
violet Rafsandjan type 1 cancel, the rest with frankings from 10ch up to 2kr and all from Yezd (one with
violet cancel), with one interesting item showing a possible postal fraud using two uncalled halves of a 1kr,
mixed condition
63156



F / 422

89

300 - 400

1885 10sh BISECT used from Bandar-Abbas 4/8 1886 addressed Yezd. Cancelled at B.Abbas with type II
cancel “ABBASSI”. No further markings. Rare.
63157

F



89 var

1885-86 Typographed Definitives 10c Brown, horizontal bisect (upper half) tied by ABBASSI 13/4 cds to
reverse of small cover to Kerman, very rare and fully legitimate use of a bisect due to extreme shortage of
5c values, minor damage to other side when opened otherwise fine, signed Sadri & cert. Persiphila (2006)

424 | All World and Collections

100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63158

F



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

89 var

100 - 150

1885-86 Typographed Definitives 10c Brown, horizontal bisect (lower half) tied by ABBASSI cds to reverse
of small cover to Kerman, very rare and fully legitimate use of a bisect due to extreme shortage of 5ch
values, slightly reduced when opened otherwise fine, signed Sadri & cert. Persiphila (2006)

63159
63161
63160ex

63159

H



93 var

50 - 80

1889 Typographed Issue 2ch pale blue perf.11 DOUBLY PRINTED (one inverted), neatly used, very fine and
scarce, cert. Sadri
63160



CC C H DCE

93a-94b

150 - 200

1889 Typographed Issue: Selection of mostly unused perforation varieties on the 2c pale blue and 5c
purple, with imperf and imperf between pairs etc., mixed to fine (15)
63161



J DCE

98b

400 - 600

100 var, 101b, 105b

500 - 600

1889 Typo 2kr rose in imperforate unused block of 10, discoloured, tear and thins, rare

63162



CC C DCE

1891 Mehrabi Issue group of three VARIETIES; incl. 1ch PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES, never hinged; 2ch
imperf. in between vertical pair, mint lh; and 14ch imperf. in between vertical pair, no gum, folded in between;
very fine and rare group
63163

F



100, 101

90 - 100

100-102,105

700 - 800

1891 Vienna Lithographed 1ch and two 2ch on reverse of cover from Bushire to Yezd
63164

F / 422



1891 1sh, 2sh, 5sh and three 14sh paying 50sh rate on a cover sent registered to England, cancelled URMIA
5/8 arriving London 26 AU ?, wax seal on the back, scarce franking
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63179ex
63186

63187

63190
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63189

63197

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63165

CC J

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100-108 1’400 - 1’600



1892 Mehrabi Issue set of 9 in mint nh blocks of four, 7ch with perf. fault, 10ch with heavily split perfs, 2kr
with the odd short perf., otherwise fine to very fine
63166



F / 426

102, 104, 106

400 - 500

1892 Registered internal letter franked 5+10+1Kr of 1891 issue sent from Teheran (date illegible) addressed
to Sannandaj (Senneh). No further markings. Reg label without reg number 299 as per ms though. It is
possible that A.R. is included in the total rate.

63167

P



110-113

100 - 150

1894 Golden Nasseri two die proofs in rose and gray both without value tablet, very fine and scarce
63168



CC J

110-120

800 - 1’000

1894 Nasser-Eddin Shah Qajar “Golden Border” Issue in complete sheets showing eleven values to the
scarcer 50kr., all with border and marginal control markings and appear mint nh, a fine and valuable
assembly with high catalogue value (100s)
63169

F



111/116

100 - 150

1894 Golden Nasseri issue on four covers, incl. 2ch pair and 8ch pair with registered label from Kazvin, 2ch
pair and 2ch from Kazvin, 10ch single franking from Ispahan and 1Kr with registered label from Kerminchah
63170

F / 426



116

340 - 400

1894 Typographed issue: Registered cover abroad, franked 2x 1Kr of the 1894 issue cancelled Yezd, date
illegible), transiting Teheran to England receiving reg cancel in London 20 JAN 95 and at the destination
Colchester JA 21/95(backstamped). Postal rate abroad 10sh at that time.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

63171

F



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

116, 89

70 - 80

1894 1kr Red & Yellow on reverse of cover from Hamadiv to Teheran, and 1885-86 10c (fault) on cover from
Yezd, usual minor cover faults
63172

H



B1-B51

100 - 150

1918-20 Famine Relief & Postal Tax Issues: Mixed lots of used on stockpages, unusual and scarce (70+)

1896-1907 Muzaffer ed-Din Shah (SG 113-297)
63173

F



123, 112

90 - 100

Two covers; 1897 Provisional 5ch on 8ch on reverse of cover from Abbassi to Yezd, and 1894 5ch ultramarine
on reverse of cover from Oromia to Teheran (box arrival below and Tabris transit on front), and both very fine
63174

F



123,205

50 - 70

1897 Provisional 5ch on 8ch brown on 2 covers + 1900-02 Revalued Issues 5ch on 8ch brown on three
covers (including 1 pair), different cancels, fine to very fine group
63175

F



126/132

100 - 150

1897 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qahjar white paper issue on four covers, incl. 2ch pair & 1ch from Boushir, 1ch
pair and strip of three from Yezd, 5ch block of four & 1ch on commercial cover from Meched, and 10ch pair
with 5ch & registered label from Boushir, fine group
63176

F



126/132

100 - 150

1897 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qahjar white paper issue on four covers, incl. 2ch & 3ch to Kaschan, 2ch pair &
1ch from Ispahan, strip of five 1ch from Ispahan, 10ch & 5ch from Boushir, fine group
63177

F



127, 128

70 - 80

130

90 - 100

1897 2ch and 3ch on reverse of cover from Bushire to Ispahan tied by Boushir cds, very fine
63178

F



1897 5ch Yellow in vert. strip of four and two vert. pairs tied to reverse of cover by Teheran oval ds, fine and
scarce 40ch rate
63179



F / 426

130, 136, 135

400 - 500

Two registered covers with white reg label indicate payment for a return receipt (AR); the first franked very
scarce 1897 2kr pink and 5sh of cancelled Kerman and addressed to Teheran; second cover franked with
1kr blue covering the internal letter rate, 10sh for reg. fee and 5sh for the acknowledgement of receipt, sent
from Hamadan to Shuster via Khoremabad and via Dizful, scarce usages
63180

F



130, 301

70 - 80

Two covers from Behbehan to Bushire both cancelled by native “Postkhane Mobrake Behbehan” cancels,
one in grey-black tying 1897 5ch yellow and other in violet tying three 1902 2ch, trivial cover faults, attractive
pair
63181

F



183

1899 1kr Red frankings on five covers with registered labels, each cancelled by different postmarks, mostly fine

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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90 - 100

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63182ex

63182



CC C

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

183-188

100 - 150

63188

1899 Green paper issue 1kr, red, 2kr. green, 4kr. orange red and 10kr indigo, all in mint IMPERF pairs, very
fine and scarce
63183

F



190, 194

200 - 300

1900 Adjutant Provisional issue, two covers: 5sh on petition cover sent in Oct 1900 from Chahroud
addressed to Teheran. Cancellations from both places. The second cover has 2 pair of 1sh + 2x1sh plus
remnants of torn off stamps of same issue
63184

F



199

100 - 150

1900 Special Adjutant Provisional 5ch yellow tied to reverse of cover by fair strike of the GHOMICHEH
native cancel depicting a lion in the centre with further strike adjacent, very fine
63185

F



248, 249

30 - 40

1902 (Feb) Rosette hs issue (large letters) 1ch and two 2ch (both cut into) tied to reverse of envelope by
Ispahan cds, fine
63186



F / 426

252

200 - 300

1902 Un-franked petition cover, dated 29 July 1902 in ms, sent from Meched to Teheran where on arrival,
due to special delivery of the cover, it was charged with 1902 10ch (note the error of date of the Meched
pmk), a scarce usage
63187



F / 426

279

320 - 400

1902 Local Post ovpt “P.L./Teheran” in red on 2 SHAHIS stamp of 1902 issue used on cover within Teheran.
Cancelled TEHERAN oval cancellation 25-8-03. Very scarce.
63188

H



291

60 - 80

1902 Meched Provisional Issue: 5ch. black, with red initials, used with MECHED cds, very fine, cert.
Persiphila (2014)
63189

F / 426



291

500 - 700

1902 (15.3) Meched Provisional: Envelope addressed to Teheran, franked 5ch. black with red initials, right
sheet marginal single, neatly tied on reverse of envelope by MECHED/15.3 (inverted date), with similar and
TEHERAN/28.3 cds alongside, very fine and very rare marginal usage
Note: The front of the envelope showing the confiscation note, manuscript date, and personal negative seal
handstamp of Prince Moayyed-ol-Dowleh
63190

F / 426



291

500 - 700

1902 (15.3) Meched Provisional: Envelope addressed to Teheran, franked 5ch. black with red initials,
good to large margin, neatly tied on reverse of envelope by MECHED/15.3 (inverted date), with similar and
TEHERAN/28.3 cds alongside, very fine and very scarce, cert. BPA (2015)
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

63191

F



Cat. n°

293 3’000 - 4’000

1902 (15.3) Meched Provisional: Envelope addressed to London, England, franked 12ch. blue with red
initials, neatly tied on reverse of envelope by MECHED/15.3 (inverted date), GAOUDAN/16.3 transit
exchange PO and the Russian Gaudan alogside with a faint Moscow pmk on the front, the stamp has got
some printing errors, an extremely rare cover usage of the 12ch. value and especially rare as this cover is
addressed to an overseas destination
430 | All World and Collections

Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63193ex

63192

63192

H

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

293c

100 - 150

300-312

300 - 360

63194ex



1902 Meched 12ch blue, used with red initials, traces of pin-perforation, scarce
63193

C



1902-04 Full Portrait issue complete set of 13 mint hr, 5kr with small thin and two or three with slightly toned
gum, otherwise fine to very fine
63194

C



300-312

100 - 150

1902-04 Full Portrait Issue mint hr set of 13, plus extra 20k and reconstructed block of four 30k, fine to very
fine (Persiphila $609)
63195



F L

301-303, 330

90 - 100

Two covers; 1902 Arms issue 2ch (2), 3ch, 5ch (2) and 1904 6ch on 10ch brown tied to reverse of commercial
cover by Teheran cds with registered label; and 1904 1kr with forged 9ch overprint tied to reverse of very
fine cover by violet Ispahan cds with Chiraz arrival ovoid ds below
63196

F



303, 305

70 - 80

1902 Issue on two covers, one with 12ch on reverse of cover from Teheran to Governor Asis of Fars in
Chiraz, reduced at right with heavy creasing, and other a commercial cover with three 5ch tied by oval
Tehran ds, fine
63197



F / 426

304 var

150 - 200

1902-04 Full Portrait Issue 10c brown, vertical bisect (right half) tied by ASTRABAD/14.1 cds to reverse of
small cover to Meched, very rare and fully legitimate use of a bisect due to extreme shortage of 5c values,
fine, signed Sadri & cert. Persiphila (2015)
63198

F



305, 380, 382, 384

50 - 60

1902-09, Group of three covers; 1902 Arms 12ch blue pair on cover from Ispahan to Teheran, 1907 Arms
1ch, 3ch and 9ch pair on cover tied by Teheran ovoid ds and 9ch pair on cover from Hamadan to Tehran,
fine trip
63199

F



306, 301, 300

50 - 70

1902-1904 Full Portrait Issue: Registered cover franked 1ch (2), 2ch and 1Kr tied by TEHERAN / SENGLEDGE
cds to Astrabad, two adhesives with corner fault, scarce cover
63200

F

100 - 120



1903-08, Trio of picture postcards to France/Belgium, one “impimé” from Kermanchah at 5ch rate, two from
Recht with 5ch & 3ch, very fine.
63201

F / 432



329, 300, 302

260 - 300

1904 3c on 5c rose with 1902-04 1c lilac (3), 3ch green (2) on 1905 Telegraph Department official envelope
to Teheran, all tied by Djoulea-Ispahan bilingual ds, arrival bs, fine and scarce
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63212
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63214
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63223

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

63202

CC C



358 var, 362 var

220 - 260

1904 Postage Due 12ch with double overprint (one à cheval) variety, very fine, and 1ch mint hr with inverted
“e” in “Taxe”, signed Champion, tiny thin
63203

F



366, 305

90 - 100

1905-06 1ch on 3ch and 1902-04 12ch on reverse of envelope tied by OURMIAH ovoid ds, fine
63204

F

280 - 320



REVENUES: 1898 1Kr ultramarine and 1907-09 4k bistre with overprints tied to document by blue negative
hs, fine
63205

150 - 200



F / 432

REVENUES: Ministry of Justice document (complete) with 1898 1Kr ultramarine tied blue negative hs, fine

1907-1909 Mohammed Ali Mirza Shah (SG 298-319)
63206

F

70 - 80



1907 Mohammad Ali Shah issue on five covers, different postmarks, incl. 6ch x2 tied by Zemdjan ovid ds,
1kr & 6ch tied by Hamadan ovoid ds, 1ch, 2ch and 3ch vert. pair tied by Behbahan ovoid ds, 6ch tied by
Yezd cds, and 1ch vert. strip and 6ch tied by Bouchir ovioid ds, usual minor cover faults
63207



F / 432

380, 383, 388

240 - 300

1907 Mohammad Ali Shah Issue: Registered insured cover, franked 1ch, 6ch pair + 1Kr of 1907 issue for
internal use. Cancelled Chiraz 10-10-08 sent to Ispahan received 17-10-08. Note the 1 Kran has quite a
different shade of colour than usual. Very scarce usage
63208

F



381, 385

30 - 40

1907-09 Mohammad-Ali Shah Qajar issues on three covers with 10ch & 2ch from Hamadan, 10ch pair and
2ch from Kazvin and 10ch strip of three & 1ch from Kazvin, fine trio
63209

F



387

50 - 60

1907-09 Mohammed Ali Shah 26ch on envelope sent registered to Czechoslovakia, tied to reverse by
Teheran ovoid ds with Prague arrival below, very fine
63210



F / 432

380, 388

240 - 300

1908 Registered insured cover franked 1907 1sh + 1kr for internal use, cancelled Chiraz 11-11-08 sent to
Ispahan with 13-11-08 arrival. Note the 1 Kran has quite a different shade of colour than usual. Very scarce
usage
63211

G



406/411

50 - 70

1908-09 The Parcel Post Issue: Three Parcel card clips with same franking of 3ch + 13ch + 26ch (3, this in
strip of 3 or 1 pair & single adhesive, all 26Ch with handstamp “Colis Postaux” overprints)
63212

F / 432



N400

300 - 500

1908 Egyptian newspaper wrapper 2m green addressed to the German Embassy in Teheran, with rare 2ch
Persian newspaper tax stamp applied on arrival, very fine and a rare usage
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63213

F / 432



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

389, 383

300 - 500

1909 Mohammad-Ali Shah Qajar issue 2kr green tied to envelope by a blue “Kuhe Malek Siah Ziarat KMSZ”
cancel, reverse with two 6ch Arms of Persia on blue paper are tied by same blue KMSZ cancel, sent
registered to London where a Registration label has been added over the endorsement of registration,
reverse with Kuhe Malek Siah Ziarat Indian P.O despatch cds, Kew Gardens AU 8 09 arrival, sent by a
Captain James who participated in the Siestan Arbitration, scarce cover
63214

220 - 260



F / 432

REVENUES: Isfahan Ministry of Foreign Affairs document (complete) with five 1898 1kr ultramarine with
overprints cancelled by blue circular negative hs, fine
63215

110 - 140



F

REVENUES: 1909 Coat of Arms 33k with overprint tied to document by blue negative hs, fine

1909-1925 Sultan Ahmed Miza Shah (SG 320-601)
63216

150 - 200



F

1898 Privately produced picture postal card 4ch red, two unused cards, showing Ahmed Shah (Serial
no.161) and Regent de la Perse in 1910 (Serial no.168), minor defect, scarce
63217

150 - 200



F

1909 Coat of Arms issue on 10 waybill slips with values up to 30kr, from Teheran, Resht, Rafsandjan, Khoy,
Bander-Abbas and Tauris, a fine group

63218ex

63218

C

63219



421-436

400 - 600

434-436

500 - 700

1909 Coat of Arms issue mint hr set of 16, fine to very fine (Persiphila $1’650)
63219

C



1909 Coat of Arms 10kr, 20kr and 30kr mint hr, very fine and scare, each signed Sadri (Persiphila $1’050)

63220ex

63220

CC C



63221ex

437-453

600 - 1’000

1909 Printed Matter Postal Tax Issue complete surcharged set of 17 in horizontal pair, mint, some nh mint,
very fine & rare (Sc.$6800+), two high values each with cert. PF (1991), ex Edward Gilbert
63221

CC C



437-453

1909 Printed Matter Postal Tax Issue complete surcharged set of 17, mint, some nh mint, very fine & rare
(Sc.$3400)
434 | All World and Collections

400 - 500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

63222

CC C



437-453

300 - 500

1909 Printed Matter Postal Tax Issue complete surcharged set of 17, mint, some nh mint and some with
sheet marginal, very fine & rare (Sc.$3400)
63223

150 - 200



F / 432

1911-21 Portrait issue 6ch and 24ch on printed envelope from the Swiss Consulate in Persia with Teheran
Consulate hs on reverse, Wolfingen-Stalden arrival cds, very
63224

F

150 - 200



1911-21 First Portrait issue on 10 waybill slips with values up to 30kr, all from Teheran, many seem to be
missing a stamp
63225

F

90 - 100



1911-21 First Portrait issues on three censored covers; incl. 6ch on cover from Kachan to Isfahan, 2ch strip
of three (one stamp soiled) on cover from Bushire to Chiraz and 1915-17 Revalued 6ch on 12ch on cover
from Tauris to Hamadan, fine
63226

F

70 - 100



1911 Group of three envelopes from Senneh with “C” control hs; one to Hamadan franked 6ch showing “C”
in violet, one with strip of three 3ch to Hamadan with “C” in blue and one to Germany with 3ch block of 4
and 1ch with “C” in black (3)
63227

F

70 - 100



1911 Envelope from Hamadan to Teheran, franked on reverse by 6ch domestic rate, paid by 2ch pair
and single tied by HAMADAN/13.XI.11 cds, showing small neat “C / HAMADAN” control mkg of in black
alongside, plus two other cover with similar frankings and the same “C” censor mkg, a fine trio (3)
63228



F / 436

471Ba

400 - 500

1911-21 12sh BISECT tied by NEHAVEND on 31 July 1915 addressed to Teheran. Received Teheran 8 VIII
15. This bisect was only in use for one day. Scarce
63229



F / 436

475A, 478A

160 - 200

1911 “OFFICIEL” ovpt Azerbaijan Provisional. 1sh+2x6sh external rate. Cancelled Tabriz (date illegible) and
addressed to Berlin. No further markings. A bit of tape is used at the bottom right not affecting the stamps.
63230

F



475B, 476D

100 - 150

1911 Azerbaijan Provisional “Officiel” Issue: 1ch & 2ch tied by 1913 (17 III) Tauris cds to picture side of
ppc to Algeria, card date “8/6” and with creasing and short tear, fine appearing printed matter rate item
(Persiphila $600+)
63231

F



477B

100 - 150

1911 Azerbaijan Provisional “Officiel” Issue: Two 2ch “Officiel” provisionals of Azarbaijan tied by Tauris cds
to 1913-dated ppc (showing a tea shop) sent to London, mention by sender of his imminent departure from
Tabriz by passenger automobile to Djoulfa, unusual, very fine and scarce
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63228

63246

63245
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63232

F



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

477D

100 - 150

1911 Azerbaijan Provisional “Officiel” Issue: 3ch tied by Tabriz cds to picture side of postcard to Germany
at printed matter rate, very fine
63233



F

478D

100 - 150

1911 Azerbaijan Provisional “Officiel” Issue: 6ch short portrait perf. 11 1/2, tied by Tauris cds to picture side
of ppc to Belgium (bs 30.VI.1912), very fine and scarce

63234

63238ex

63237ex

63234

500 - 600



H

1915 Russia used in Persia: 1913 Romanov 15k cancelled by two clear strikes of the “Gunbad-i-Kabliz”
4.5.15 double circle ds, rated RRR in Tchilingirian, very fine.
63235



F

517, 644

70 - 80

Two covers, one from Teheran to Torbat with three 1915 Revalued issue 2ch on 5c on reverse of underpaid
cover with “T” hs on front; other with 1921 6ch on 12ch on reverse of cover from Meched to Teheran tied by
Meched Sandogh native cancel, minor cover faults from opening, nice pair
63236



F

523, 455

70 - 80

1915-17 Revalued 5ch on 13ch vert. pair and 1911-21 Portrait 2ch on reverse of cover from Teheran to
Isfahan, fine
63237



J DCE

532-540

200 - 300

1915 Coronation 1ch to 24ch reprints showing inverted centres as well as printed on both sides, the nine
different values in top sheet margin blocks of four each with plate “12” (also inverted) and registration
marks, without gum, very fine, ex Mahendra Sagar
63238



532/540 var

150 - 180

1915 Coronation 1c-12c & 24c printed on both sides in side marginal pairs showing sheet marking, very fine
63239

F / 436



537A

170 - 200

1915 Coronation 9ch perf.11x11 1/2 on reverse of envelope tied by Teheran double cds and Taruis arrival,
envelope slightly reduced at side, fine
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

63240

F / 436



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

541,544,546

200 - 300

1915 Coronation franking on parcel post delivery, franked with the 1Kr, 5Kr and 2 Tomans cancelled Teheran
3 IV. 16 sent to Kazvin arriving 11 IV. 16.

63241ex

63241

63242



CC

63244

545-548 var

200 - 300

1915 Coronation 1T, 2T, 3T & 5T all showing variety “printed both sides, one side inverted”, very fine, ex
Mahendra Sagar (Persiphila $500)
63242

H

553 var

100 - 150

559, 560 var

300 - 360



1915 Parcel Post 6ch with inverted centre and inverted overprint, mint nh, very fine, cert. PF (2002)

63243

C



1915 Colis Postaux 2kr and 3kr reprints, imperf. in corner marginal pairs with INVERTED OVERPRINT, mint
og, very fine
63244

CC



570 var

100 - 150

1915 Officials 5ch vermilion with inverted centre and inverted “Service” overprint, neat cancel, some minor
wrinkling, fine, cert. PF (2009)
63245

F / 436



579, 572, 577, 578

200 - 300

1915 Parcel Post 1t black, purple & gold, on parcel post receipt with additional Parcel Post 10ch, 3kr & 5kr
all tied TEHERAN/15.2.16 cds, very fine and an extremely scarce usage of this issue
63246

F / 436



471B

1917 Envelope franked to backflap with 12ch blue and green tied by “DIZFOUL” cds, and alongside the
rare “OFFICIAL PAID MOHAMMERAH” dated 16 JU 17 (only seven recorded) addressed to Major Wilson
Basrah, small opening fault at front, otherwise very fine and rare
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200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63247

63247

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

589 var

100 - 150

63248



CC

1917 Revalued Issue 1ch on 9ch with inverted handstamp in horizontal pair in mint nh block of 4 (looks
reconstructed) with two normals, very fine and fresh, cert. Sadri (2019)
63248



CC

590a

150 - 200

1917 Revalued Issue 3ch on 9ch with inverted handstamp in vertical pair in mint nh block of 6 (heavy perf.
separation) with four normals, very fine and fresh, cert. Sadri (2019)

63249

63251

63249



CC

595a

80 - 120

1917 Revalued Issues 3ch on 26ch with inverted surcharge, mint nh, two horizontal creases otherwise fine
and scarce, cert. Sadri
63250

F



600

50 - 70

1918 “1336” Hegira Date issue 24ch on 4kr on registered cover to Edinburgh tied by CHIRAZ 17.III.19 cds,
with Bouchir transit and Edinburgh arrival at back, backflap missing otherwise very fine, scarce
63251

H J



610-16

240 - 300

1918 “1337” Lunar Date 2kr to 30kr, complete used set of seven, plus 10kr used pairs and 30kr used block
of four, a fine & scarce group (13)
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63256

63259

63258

63281

63287ex

63299

63305

63318
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63252

CC DCE



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

B17

200 - 300

1918-1919 TEHERAN FAMINE RELIEF Issues: 2Kr sepia coat of arms issue in horizontal pair unused and
and a never hinged single (this with a crease and pen stroke from archive-stock) otherwise fine and scarce
examples, rare & unpriced
63253



F

617, 631

110 - 140

1919 (Jul 10) Envelope sent registered from Shiraz to Scotland with 1919 “1337” 3ch on 12ch pair and 1919
Provisoire 6ch on 6ch tied by Shiraz double circle ds, reverse with British Royal Coat of Arms on backflap,
London registered ds and Drumsheugh - Edinburgh arrival cds, very fine
63254

C



620-627

50 - 70

1919 Ya’hgoobi issue set of 8 in expertly reconstructed mint hr blocks of four, fine, signed Kurdistani
63255



CC C J

628, 628e, 628f, 631c

260 - 300

1919 “Provisoire” small group of three items incl. mint nh 1ch orange-yellow and black in right marginal
block of nine, mint (one stamp hinged) 1ch pale yellow and black block of 12 showing varieties “1999” and
“9191” for “1919”, and mint nh 6ch violet imperf. with double overprint, very fine
63256



F / 440

633, 635 var

700 - 800

1921 (Jun 12) Envelope with 1921 “21.FEV.1921” INVERTED OVERPRINT on 6c pair and normal 3c tied by
Teheran cds, very fine philatelic cover, cert. Sadri (2015)
63257

F



644

50 - 60

1921 “1340” Surcharge 6ch on 12ch on reverse of cover tied by Meched double cds and mail box hs,
Teheran arrival, very fine
63258



F / 440

647

240 - 300

1921 BENADERS Port issue. Cover franked pair of 10 CHAHIS/BENADERS handstamp cancelled Bouchir
13 IV 22 to Bombay arriving 20 April. Nice cover
63259



F / 440

647

200 - 300

1921 BENADERS Ports issue First Portrait Ahmed Shah 10c on 6c (2) tied to backflap of printed envelope
by “BENDER ABBAS” 10 NOV 22, sent to Manchester England, central vertical filing crease, scarce cover
63260

F



647, 648

150 - 180

1922 Pair of covers with BENADERS frankings to Europe, one franked 1k on 2c tied by Bender-Abbas cds,
other with 10c on 6k pair (one scuffed) tied by Bouchir cds with envelope faults
63261

F



650, 651, 656, 659

70 - 80

1922 “Controle” issue 2ch (2), 3ch (2), 10ch and 1kr on cover sent registered to Czechoslovakia tied by
Teheran cds, reverse with Moscow, Zizkov and Prague arrival cds, fine and attractive franking
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

63262

CC J



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

671-684

300 - 400

1924 Large Portrait Issue set of 14 in mint nh blocks of four, very fine and fresh (Persiphila $’1456+)

63263

63263

H

63264

679a 1’600 - 2’000



1924 Ahmed Shah 2kr indigo and scarlet, horizontal used pair both showing the INVERTED CENTRE
variety, cancelled by the usual Mohammareh cds, left stamp with defective corner and some trimmed perfs,
nevertheless and extremely rare multiple of this famous and popular error (Sc. 675a, $12’000+)
63264

H

679a 1’000 - 1’500



1924 Large Portrait Issue 2k with INVERTED CENTRE, neatly used showing clear centre, a few light tone
spots and a faint internal wrinkle, a fine and attractive example of this rare variety, ex Mahendra Sagar, cert.
PF (2002) (Persiphila $3’000)
63265

CC



682-84 1’100 - 1’400

1924 Ahmed Shah Qajar Portrait Issue: 10Kr, 20Kr and 30Kr ‘key values’ in complete never hinged sheets
of 100 each showing plate numbers in bottom margins, due to the size folded in perforations and some
perf separation but superb never hinged, probably unique assembly (Persiphila 682-684, $23’000 for never
hinged, Mi for never hinged approx. €36’750)

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63266

CC C J



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

C21-C52

800 - 1’200

1910 Saatdjian postage and official issues for the Coronation showing complete sets and singles, some in
blocks of four, with golden and silver borders, mixed to very fine (130+)(Sc.$6000+)

63267



CC C DCE

C21/C52a 2’000 - 3’000

1910 Unissued Coronation 1ch, 13c & 26ch with golden borders, and 1ch, 2ch, 3ch, 9ch, plus Service 2kr,
5kr and 30kr with silver borders, all with INVERTED CENTRES, lightly hinged or no hinge (one without gum),
the three top values signed Mehrdad Sadri with Persiphila certificates, ex Mahendra Sagar (Persiphila C21a,
27a, 28a, 37a-39a, 41a, 46a, 49a, 52a, $3’800))

63268

C



C37-C42, C44-C48, C52

300 - 500

1910 Unissued Coronation stamps with gold border, missing 13ch, 5kr, 10kr & 20kr, mint og with large hinge
remnants, fine and scarce

63269

DCE P



C75-C79

200 - 240

1910 Unissued Parcel Post (Colis Postaux) stamps for the Coronation 10T to 100T mint hr, the 100T with
light horizontal crease otherwise fine
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

63270

CC C J

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

C91-C129 1’200 - 1’500



1915 Kings & Historical Buildings postage and service issues showing three complete sets of 19 and
some proofs in three blocks of four and one single, all sets with golden borders, mixed to very fine (130+)
(Sc.$8000+)

63271

63271

63272

CC C J



C101

100 - 150

1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings 1kr brown red and blue, mint block of four, perf. seperations and
reinforcements, scarce
63272

CC C J



C102

100 - 150

1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings 2kr green blue and chesnut, mint block of four, perf. seperations and
reinforcements, scarce

63273

63273

63274

CC C J



C103

100 - 150

1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings 3kr sepia and carmine, mint block of four, separated horizontally, scarce
63274

CC C J



C104

1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings 4kr ultramarine and ocher, mint block of four, perf. seperations and
reinforcements, scarce
444 | All World and Collections

100 - 150

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Lot n°

63275

63275

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

C105

100 - 150

63276

CC C J



1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings 5kr orange and black, mint block of four, perf. separations, scarce

63276

CC C J



C108

200 - 300

1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings 30kr black and carmine rose, mint block of four, perf. seperations and
reinforcements, scarce

63277

63277

63278

CC C J



C109

200 - 300

1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings 50kr red lilac and red orange, mint block of four, perf. seperations
and reinforcements, scarce
63278

CC C J



C125

100 - 150

1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings Service 5kr orange and black, mint block of four, perf. reinforcements,
perf. defects, scarce

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com.
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com.
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63279

CC C J



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

C126

150 - 200

1915 The Kings & Historical Buildings Service 10kr carmine and black, mint block of four, perf. seperations
and reinforcements, scarce
63280

F

220 - 260



REVENUES: Document with revenue in orange-brown and one in olive tied by faint large boxed cancel, fine
63281

200 - 240



F / 440

REVENUES: Privately operated stage coach ticket with 1911-21 Portrait 1kr overprinted and tied by circular
cancel, oval cachet with two horse’s heads adjacent, fine
63282

F

160 - 200



REVENUES: Privately operated stage coach ticket with 1911-21 Portrait 1kr overprinted and tied by circular
cancel, oval cachet with two horse’s heads adjacent, fine

1925-1941 Riza Khan Pahlavi Shah (SG 602-O849)
63283



CC C

700-705

70 - 100

1925 Pahlavi Provisional Government issue set of 6 in expertly reconstructed mint blocks of four, lower
pairs mint nh, fine

63284ex

63284

C S

63286ex



706-709

80 - 100

1925 Regne de Pahlavi mint set of four with “SPECIMEN” overprint, mint lh, very fine (Persiphila $500)
63285

CC C



706-709

50 - 70

1925 Regne de Pahlavi mint set of four in expertly reconstructed mint blocks of four, lower pairs mint nh,
each with monogram signature on reverse, very fine
63286

H G



1926 Obliterated & Covered Up Stamps: More than seventy stamps either obliterated with crude square or
oval hs or portrait covered by stamp selvedge, mostly with Recht cds, some strips and blocks included, a
scarce group (70+)
446 | All World and Collections

300 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63287

F / 440

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

400 - 600



1926 Règne de Pahlavi: Attractive group of eight covers neatly mounted and written up on four album
pages, showing high value usages, including rare usage of the 3ch yellow green, pair showing INVERTED
SURCHARGE (Persiphila 712a, $2’000 as used singles), an important and valuable selection

63289ex

63288

63288

63290ex



C

710a

700 - 800

1926 “Regne de Pahlavi” 1ch with INVERTED OVERPRINT, mint og, corner perf. bend, fine, signed Sadri
63289



C

726a-729a

150 - 200

1926-27 Majlis Issue 1ch bright green, 3ch emerald-green and 6ch claret, three mint marginal IMPERFORATE
single, v.fine and scarce
63290



C S

730-733, 739

150 - 200

1926-27 Majlis Issue 9ch rose, 10ch yellow-brown,12ch orange, 15ch ultramarine and 1929 2kr (2), all mint
showing Specimen ovpts, few short perfs., v.fine and scarce (Persiphila $1’000)

63291ex

63291

63292ex



C S

63295ex

735-38

300 - 400

1927 Re-drawn Typographed Issue complete set in pairs with Specimen ovpt, v.fine and scarce (Persiphila
$1’400)
63292



C S

735-38

150 - 200

1927 Re-drawn Typographed Issue complete set with Specimen ovpt, v.fine and scarce (Persiphila $700)
63293



F

740/751

100 - 150

1927 Aerial Post Issues Mohammed Riza Pahlavi Shah Registered Airmail cover with aerial post set to 4k
on reverse and vertical pair of Rea Shah Pahlavi 9ch rose to front tied by Boucher cds, Premier Courier Air
cachet in violet sent to Tehran, arrival, fine cover
63294

220 - 260



F

1928 (Jan 24) Long envelope sent registered from Resht to the USA franked on the reverse with 1926-29
2c & 10c (2 vert. pairs) and 1928 6c tied by double circle ds, arrival ds, creasing as to be expected, fine
63295

C



761-772

50 - 70

1928 Airmails mint set of 12, fine to very fine (Persiphila $245)
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

63297

63296ex

63296

C

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

773-788

100 - 150

774a

300 - 500

63300



1929 Coronation mint hr set of 16, fine to very fine (Persiphila $405)
63297

H



1929 Coronation Issue 2ch scarlet & bright blue, used showing INVERTED CENTRE variety, very fine and
rare, cert. Sadri, plus normal for comparison
63298

320 - 380



F

1930 (May 3) Large linen envelope to the UK with 1929 1c, 1kr, 3kr & 1T plus Airmails 5c (fault), 10c & 3k all
tied by Chiraz cds, foxing and cover faults as to be expected, a scarce high franking
63299

150 - 200



F / 440

1931 Envelope from Ahwaz to Vienna, franked by 1929 1Kr + 1931-1932 9Ch on reverse, company imprint
OVERLAND MAIL & scarce bilingual boxed cachet “SERVICE TRANSDESERTIQUE/IRAQ SYRIE”.
63300



CC

808c

100 - 150

809e

750 - 1’000

1931-32 Lithographed Issue 3ch rose lilac and brown, mint nh showing SHIFTED CENTRE, scarce

63302

63301

63301



CC J

1931-32 6ch Red-Orange & Violet with significant downward vertical shift of the ventral vignette in mint nh
block of four, some heavy pre-printing paper wrinkling, scarce
63302

C



813a

1931-32 Lithographed Issue 12ch bright greenish blue and lilac rose, mint showing SHIFTED CENTRE, scarce
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100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63303ex

63303

C

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

843-848, 850/857, 858-872

200 - 300

63304



1935 Postes Iraniennes mint group incl. overprint on Coronation stamps 3ch to 3T, overprints on 1931 Litho
issue 2ch, 3vh, 9ch, 11ch, 16ch & 27ch and overprint on New Currency set of 15, some with yellowed gum,
fine to very fine (Persiphila $1’755)
63304

G



849-857

300 - 400

1935 “Poste Iraniennes” ovpts on 1931 Litho set, each tied to small fragment, very fine & rare (Persiphila
$1’800)
63305

800 - 900



F / 440

1936 (May 20) Large envelope sent registered to Czechoslovakia with 1935 2c, 11c (6, one torn), 16c and
27c tied by Meched cds, minor toning, scarce high franking

63306

934A-943B 1’000 - 1’500



CC C H

1938 Reza Shah Birthday: Large accumulation of perf. and imperf. sheetlets and single adhesives, mostly
MNH or used, incl. some complete sets in sheetlets and several complete single sets and a large group
of duplication of singles and sheets missing one or the value here and there, (Persiphila approx. $14’000)
63307

F

340 - 400



REVENUES: Land Registrar document with 18 blue-green, 8 grey, 3 green, 2 olive and 1 brown on reverse
of the document, splits and faults affecting the stamps, scarce
63308

F

140 - 180



REVENUES: Records Bureau 1kr deep blue revenue tied to document by violet cachet, fine
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63309

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

140 - 180



REVENUES: Records Bureau 1kr deep blue revenue tied to document by blue cachet, fine
63310

110 - 140



F

REVENUES: Chancellerie revenue tied to document by black cachet, fine

1941-79 Mohammed Riza Pahlavi Shah (SG 850-2097)

63311ex

63311

63312ex



CC

200 - 300

1942-45 Buildings values to 75D (6) and 1944-45 Portrait Issue short set of 10 mint nh incl. 100R and 200R,
some gum skips and minor gum toning, fine to very fine
63312

C

1’000 - 1’500



1942-45 Buildings 5D to 75D mint (missing only 75D carmine) and Portrait Issue 1R to 200R mint set,
including the rare 30R grey-black and green, very fine and scarce (33) (Mi. €3’200 for complete set)

63313

C

400 - 600



1942-45 Portrait Issue 1R to 200R mint (missing only 1R carmine and 5R light blue), including the rare 30R
grey-black and green (sweated gum), mostly fine to very fine (Mi. €3’200 for complete set)

63314

DCE



1942-46 10R showing strong vertical shift of the black in pair and re-joined pair, no gum and wrinkling
caused by water, unusual variety
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150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

63315

63315

63316

63317

300 - 400



CC

Estimate (€)

1942-46 Reza Shah 30r gray black and emerald, mint nh, fresh, very fine and a rare shade (Sc.$1’500), cert.
PF (1986)
63316

300 - 400



C

1942-46 Reza Shah 30r gray black and emerald, mint lh, fresh, very fine and a rare shade (Sc.$1’500), cert.
PF (1986)
63317

60 - 80



C

1942-45 100R Red & Black mint lh, very fine (Mi. €380)
63318

220 - 260



F / 440

1943 (Apr 25) Commercial envelope to England franked on reverse by 1938-39 30d & 10R, 1942-46 3R
and 40R grey-black & emerald and 1935 airmail 4c, Persia censor tape at the Iran-Russia border, Baghdad
transit, British censor tape, minor cover faults, scarce usage of the high values

63319

CC C

400 - 500



1945-46 Azerbaijan National Government Reza Shah complete set of 16 to 10r showing the Persian
character has stamp in black, plus another part set of 15 and Airmail IRAN set with similar hs, a fine and
rare group
63320

300 - 500



F / 452

1946 Registered envelope from Tabriz to Teheran, franked Soviet Supported Separatists Group in Azarbaijan
ovpt on 50d green, single and pair, tied TAURIS cds, a scarce usage
63321

CC J



813a

200 - 300

1948-55 Semi-postal Issues: Five different complete set all in mint nh blocks of 16, fresh and very fine
(Sc.$1’104+)

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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63320

63360
63372

63362

63363
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63322

63322

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

63323

500 - 600



G

1949-50 2R Post and Customs House imperf. vertical pair tied to piece by Teheran cds, showing shift of the
ventral vignette to the lower left, very fine
63323

P



911

100 - 150

1949 Victory die proof in violet for the 50d value showing value and border missing, very fine and scarce

63324

63325

63324

P



912

100 - 150

1949 Victory die proof in carmine rose for the 1.50r value showing value and border missing, very fine and scarce
63325

P



912

100 - 150

1949 Victory enlarged die proof in carmine rose for the 1.50r value showing value and border missing, very
fine and scarce
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Cat. n°

63326

63326

63327

63328

1’000 - 1’500



CC

Estimate (€)

1949-50 Former Ministry of the Post 10r carmine & blue green with INVERTED CENTRE, mint nh, very fine
and rare, ex Robert H. Cunliffe
63327

C

800 - 1’200



1949-50 Former Ministry of the Post 10r carmine & blue green, mint, showing INVERTED CENTRE variety,
fresh, very fine for the rare and popular error (Sc. 927a, $3500)
63328

C

700 - 1’000



1949-50 Former Ministry of the Post 10r carmine & blue green, mint with large part gum, showing INVERTED
CENTRE variety, fine for the rare and popular error (Sc. 927a, $3500)

63333
63329

63329

63330



CC C

922-23 var

100 - 150

1949-50 Pictorials 1.50r mint bottom marginal vertical pair showing misperf variety, plus 2r vertical pair with
shifted centre, a fine lot of varieties
63330



CC S

400 - 500

1950 Moahammad Reza Shah Pahlavi 31st Birthday 1R in mint nh block of four with SPECIMEN overprint
and hole punch, very fine, plus 25d pair with what looks like a forged overprint
63331

260 - 300



H J

1950 Liberation of Azerbaijan set of six in blocks of six CTO, fine to very fine
63332

CC

260 - 300



1951 2.50R Wedding and 1963 Freedom from Hunger 14R pair both showing light offsets on the reserves,
both never hinged, 14R has one stamp with a gum bends, very fine
63333

J DCE



1951-52 2.50R Deep Blue imperf. block of four, no gum, vert. crease in between stamps and some staining at foot
454 | All World and Collections

260 - 300
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

63334

CC C

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’600 - 3’000



1952 25d+25d to 1.50R+50d Inauguration of Shekh Saadi Mausoleum in Shiraz unissued semi-postals with
values in tablets, mint lh, fine and rare as this set was withdrawn before going on sale at the post office and
replaced with stamps without value tablets with only a small number of sets were sold
63335

H G F DCE / 452

800 - 1’200



Circa 1952, Poet Saadi (1184-1283/91, author of “Gulistan,” etc.) anniversary set of three, not officially
issued, tied to cover by Teheran Bazaar cds, very fine and rare with only a few known, plus two value tied
on fragment, unused and used set, additionally two imperf colour proofs, a very rare assembly

63336

500 - 600



C DCE

1952 Inauguration of Shekh Saadi Mausoleum in Shiraz 50d+50d and 1.50R+50d IMPERFORATE, the
50d+50d part og with a couple of small thins, the 1.50R+50d with no gum and a tiny cut above the Persian
number, scarce

63337

DCE

3’800 - 4’400



1952 770th Birthday of Saadi 50d+50d and 1.50R+50R in imperforate blocks of four, no gum, 1.50R+50R
with small crease at top right in margin, fine to very fine and very rare
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63338

CC

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200



1954 Portrait Issue 5d to 100R mint nh set of 16, some with gum toning, otherwise very fine (Mi. €850)

63339

63339

CC

6340

800 - 1’200



1956-57 50d Brown & Olive Brown with INVERTED CENTRE in mint nh right marginal. streaky gum with two
small natural patches of missing gum, pencil position “51” on reverse, very fine and scarce variety (Scott
1059Ab, $3’750)
63340

CC

800 - 1’200



1956-57 Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi 50d with INVERTED CENTRE, mint nh, very fine

63341

63341

CC

63342



800 - 1’200

1956-57 Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi 50d brown and olive brown, mint nh, showing INVERTED CENTRE
variety, fresh, very fine for the rare and popular error (Sc. 1059Ab, $3750)
63342

CC



1956-57 Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi 50d brown and olive brown, mint nh left sheet marginal single,
showing INVERTED CENTRE variety, fresh, very fine for the rare and popular error (Sc. 1059Ab, $3750)

Find the bid form on the last page of this catalogue.
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800 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

63343

63346

63347

63344

63343

Estimate (€)

70 - 80



CC

1957-58 Mohammad Reza 1r dark green, mint nh vert. pair showing variety imperf. horizontally, very fine
63344



CC

1086 var

80 - 120

1957-58 Mohammad Reza 1r dark green, mint nh bottom sheet marginal vertical pair IMPERF
HORIZONTALLY, very fine and scarce
63345

220 - 260



CC J

1958 Parcel Post 2R blue, wmk Coat of Arms, mint nh imperf. top left corner marginal block of four, showing
offset on reverse, very fine
63346

C



1120 var

100 - 150

1140 var

80 - 120

1958-59 Reza Shah 14r violet, mint imperf vertical pair, some thins, scarce
63347

CC



1959-63 Mohammad Reza 25d orange, mint nh vertical strip of three IMPERF HORIZONTALLY, very fine
and scarce

63348

CC



1141 var

80 - 120

1959-63 Mohammad Reza 50d scarlet, mint nh right sheet marginal horizontal pair IMPERF VERTICALLY,
very fine and scarce
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1141 var

80 - 120

63350

63349

63349



CC J

1959-63 Mohammad Reza 50d scarlet, mint nh top left corner sheet marginal block of four IMPERF
VERTICAL LEFT MARGIN, very fine and scarce
63350

500 - 700



CC J

1960 5d to 200R set of 16 in mint nh blocks of four, some with gum toning, fine to very fine and a scarce
set of multiples

63352

63351

63351

CC



1213 var

1962 Mohammad Reza 1r orange, mint nh top sheet marginal vertical pair IMPERF TOP MARGIN, very fine
and scarce
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80 - 120

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63352

CC



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1213 var

80 - 120

1962 Mohammad Reza 1r orange, mint nh bottom left corner sheet marginal horizontal pair IMPERF
VERTICALLY, very fine and scarce

63353
63357

63353

CC



1214 var

80 - 120

1962 Mohammad Reza 2r dark blue, mint nh left sheet marginal horizontal pair IMPERF LEFT MARGIN,
very fine and scarce
63354

200 - 240



J DCE

1964 Eleanor Roosevelt 10R imperf. lower marginal block of four, ungummed, vertical crease in between
stamps
63355

110 - 140



CC J

1965-66 Postal Tax 50d emerald & carmine rose, wmk Coat of Arms in circle, in misperforated mint nh lower
left corner marginal block of four, very fine
63356

100 - 120



CC J

1965-66 Postal Tax 2R violet & carmine rose, wmk Coat of Arms in circle, in misperforated mint nh left
marginal block of four, some minor creasing, unusual
63357

CC

110 - 140



1965 Unissued UNESCO Eradication of Illiteracy, mint nh, very fine

63358

63358

CC

63359

130 - 150



1967 Museum Week 5R with brown printed the gummed side, light corner bend at lower right, fine and scarce
63359

CC J DCE

2’200 - 2’600



1968 8R and 14R International Tennis Congress mint nh, prepared but withdrawn and returned to the central
post office after the meeting was cancelled although a small number of these stamps, reportedly 26 sets,
were sold at several provincial post offices such as Khorramshar
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63360

CC J / 452

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

220 - 260



1971 Birds 6R showing leftward shift of the multi-colour printing, mint nh, some minor handling bends, fine
63361

150 - 200



CC J

1971 Rehabilitation of Prisoners 8r showing variety IMPERF. HORIZONTALLY in mint nh lower right corner
marginal vertical pair, very fine
63362

600 - 800



CC C J / 452

1972 Regional Cooperation for Development Pact 5R with GREEN OMITTED (the border) in mint lower
marginal block of four, lower right stamp with a repaired tear, scarce
63363

150 - 200



CC J / 452

1972 Development of Writing 2r showing variety IMPERF. HORIZONTALLY in mint nh top right corner
marginal block of four, very fine
63364

150 - 200



CC J / 452

1972 Development of Writing 1r showing variety IMPERF. HORIZONTALLY in mint nh top right corner
marginal block of four, very fine

63365

63365

63366



CC J

1639 var

150 - 200

1972 Ptarmigan 1r light blue & multicoloured, mint nh block of four showing MISSING BLUE, very fine and
scarce
63366

CC



1639 var

1972 Ptarmigan 1r light blue & multicoloured, mint marginal vertical pair showing MISSING BLUE, very fine
and scarce

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euros

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63367

63367

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1639 var

100 - 150

63370



CC J

1972 Ptarmigan 1r light blue & multicoloured, mint block of four showing MISSING BLACK, very fine and scarce
63368



CC J

1639 var

100 - 150

1972 Ptarmigan 1r light blue & multicoloured, mint top sheet marginal block of ten showing DRAMATIC
PREPRINTING PAPER FLAW, very fine and scarce
63369

CC

150 - 200



1974 Seventh Asian Games 10R souvenir sheet showing downward shift of the magenta colour, very fine
63370

CC J



1839 var

150 - 200

1975-77 Music Hall 14r lilac, mint nh left marginal block of six showing right vertical pair with SHAH HEAD
MISSING, very fine and scarce

63371

63371

CC J

63375



1839 var

150 - 200

1975-77 Music Hall 14r lilac, mint nh block of four showing SHAH HEAD MISSING, very fine and scarce
63372

150 - 200



C J / 452

1976 Regional Cooperation for Development Pact 2R showing variety black and red shifted vertically and
to the right, mint small part gum, fine
63373

CC J

150 - 180



1977 Tree of Learning 10R with GREEN OMITTED in mint nh lower marginal block of four with sheet number,
very fine, plus normal mint nh block of four
63374

CC J

150 - 200



1978 Bank Melli Iran 3R with partial offset on reverse (inverted) in mint nh left marginal block of four, very fine

Islamic Republic
63375

CC J



2008 var

100 - 150

1979 Islamic Revelution 8r orange and brown, mint nh block of four showing OVPT INVERTED & SHIFTED,
very fine and scarce
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63380

63381

63383ex
63382

63384

63386
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63385

63387ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63376

63376

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2008 var

100 - 150

63377



CC J

1979 Islamic Revelution 8r orange and brown, mint nh block of four showing DOUBLE OVPT, BOTH
INVERTED, very fine and scarce
63377



CC J

2010 var

150 - 200

1979 Islamic Revelution 10r deep yellow green, mint nh block of four showing OVPT INVERTED, very fine
and scarce
63378

100 - 150



CC J

1990 Telecom. 50f multicoloured, vertical top left corner sheet marginal block of four IMPERF HORIZONTALLY
in margin only, fine and scarce
63379

CC

50 - 80



1990 Telecom. 50f multicoloured, vertical top marginal pair IMPERF HORIZONTALLY in margin only, fine
and scarce

Rebellion and Occupation Issues
63380

F / 462

400 - 600



COUP D’ETAT: 1921 Delivery receipt from Teheran to Kazvin, franked Coup d’etat 1kr, plus additional 15ch
franking, all tied TEHERAN cds, very fine and scarce usage of this issues
63381

F / 462

300 - 400



COUP D’ETAT: 1921 Envelope from Teheran to Senneh, franked on reverse Coup d’etat 10 Shahi pair, plus
additional 6ch franking, all tied TEHERAN cds, very fine and scarce usage of these issues
63382

F / 462



635 1’000 - 1’500

COUP D’ETAT: 1921 Cover sent from Teheran 25 V 21 franked 6sh overprinted 21.FEV.1921 and sent to
Shiraz. No further postmarks. In manuscript “ an order to the postal carrier to confiscate the cover after
delivering the letter”, a very rare cover with rare franking and the special obligation of the postal carrier.
63383

F / 462

400 - 600



GERMAN INTERVENTIONS: 1915 Picture postcard 5sh on 5sh stationery card sent by German agent
Winkelmann, addressed to Frankfurt, very fine and extremely rare example of from Winkelmann signature
possibly unique
63384

F / 462

400 - 500



GERMAN INTERVENTIONS: 1916 Field Post Office stampless cover from Aleppo bearing violet “Stab von
der Goltz/Brief-stempel/Sondermission P” cachet on reverse, very fine and very rare
63385

F / 462

300 - 500



GERMAN INTERVENTIONS: 1916 Field Post Office stampless cover from Aleppo bearing green “Stab von
der Goltz/Brief-stempel/Sondermission P”, very fine and very rare
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63388ex

63389

63390

63393

63394ex1

63395ex

63396
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63397

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63386

F / 462

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 500



GERMAN INTERVENTIONS: 1916 Field Post Office stampless cover from Constantinople bearing violet
“Stab von der Goltz/Brief-stempel/Sondermission P”, very fine and very rare
63387

300 - 500



F / 462

GERMAN INTERVENTIONS: 1916 Field Post Office stampless cover from the Péra Palace Hotel in
Constintople, bearing manuscript “Stab von der Goltz/Sondermission P” with wax seal alongside, very fine
and very rare, apparently the earliest Sondermission P document recorded
63388

400 - 600



F / 464

GERMAN INTERVENTIONS: 1917 Field Post Office stampless cover from Mossul bearing green “Stab von
der Goltz/Brief-stempel/Sondermission P”, plus contemporary unused postcard of Von der Goltz, very fine
and very rare
63389

500 - 700



F / 464

GILAN REBELLION: 1918 Rescht Charity Stamp applied on reverse of cover to Tehran, franked with 21sh
rate tied RECHT cds, very fine and an extremely rare usage of the Charity stamp
63390

150 - 200



F / 464

GILAN REBELLION: 1920 Obliterated Persian Socialist Republic Censor: Envelope franked Ahmed Shah
3sh vertical pair, neatly tied RECHT cds, with array of censor mkgs with Jangali & Government Military
censor No.4 applied alongside, very fine and an extremely rare usage

63391

150 - 200



H G

GILAN REBELLION: 1920 Rebellion stamps 3sh, 6sh, 9sh, 12sh and 24sh, selection of eight single and one
pair, a scarce group, some signed or cert. Sadri
63392

F

100 - 150



GILAN REBELLION: 1920 Persian Socialist Republic Censor: Envelope franked Ahmed Shah 24sh rate,
neatly tied by cds, with array of censor mkgs with Jangali & Government Military censor No.4 applied
alongside with tape, very fine and a scarce usage
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63399
63398

63400

63402

63401ex1

63401ex2

63403

63404
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63393

F / 464

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 500



KAZEROON REBELLION: 1915 Censored cover from Shiraz via Kazeroon to Bushire, franked “1333” ovpt
on 3ch pair tied by CHIRAZ DEPART cds with BOUCHIR arrival and oval violet KAZEROON negative purple
hs of the Nationalist Forces resisting invading British and Russian Forces, apparently only two recorded with
this censor mkg, signed Sadri
63394

F / 464

200 - 300



KAZEROON REBELLION: 1916 Censored cover from Kazeroon to Shiraz, franked Kazeroon ovpt on 6ch,
neatly cancelled by KAZEROON cds, showing attractive violet Kazeroon censor on front and Shiraz Censor
tape, very fine, rare and an attractive usage
63395

F / 464

200 - 300



KAZEROON REBELLION: 1916 Censored cover from Kazeroon to Shiraz, franked Kazeroon ovpt on 6ch,
neatly cancelled by BORAZJAN cds and KAZEROON transit alongside, showing attractive violet Kazeroon
censor on front, very fine, rare and an attractive usage
63396

F / 464

200 - 300



KAZEROON REBELLION: 1916 Censored cover from Kazeroon to Shiraz, franked seven different values all
with the Kazeroon ovpts, neatly cancelled by KAZEROON/18.XII.16 cds (Day after takeover of Kazeroon),
showing attractive violet Kazeroon censor, very fine and an attractive usage which demonstrates that
control of the mail was preplanned prior to the takeover
63397

F / 464

700 - 800



KAZEROON REBELLION: 1917 Envelope to Shiraz franked on reverse with 1911-21 Portrait issue 6ch tied
by Kazeroun double circle hs, with censor tape and violet censor cachets on front along with Chiraz arrival,
fine and scarce.
63398

200 - 300



DFE / 466

KAZEROON REBELLION: 1917 Censored reverse of cover from Kazeroon to Shiraz, franked Kazeroon
ovpts on four stamps , neatly cancelled by KAZEROON cds, showing attractive violet Kazeroon censor
alongside, very fine, rare and an attractive usage
63399

F / 466

700 - 1’000



OTTOMAN OCCUPATION: 1915 Ottoman postal card from the Ottoman FPO 19 (Maragha and Orumia)
in Persia addressed to Constantinople, franked 10pa and 20pa tied by SAHRA POSTASI 19, with Military
negative censor alongside, plus additional manuscript censor in red, earliest recorded censor and only
known manuscript
63400

F / 466

300 - 500



OTTOMAN OCCUPATION: 1916 Envelope from Senneh to Hamadan, franked on reverse by 6ch paying the
standard letter rate, tied SENNEH cds, with rare censor mkg on front being that of a black boxed arabic hs
“SANSUR IDLMISHTER 133”, fine and attractive extremely rare usage of this censor mkg
63401

F / 466

700 - 1’000



OTTOMAN OCCUPATION: 1917 Envelope from Hamadan to Senneh, franked on reverse by 6ch paying the
standard letter rate, tied HAMADAN cds, with three different Military censor mkgs, fine and extremely rare
usage of these censor mkgs in combination
63402

F / 466

200 - 300



OTTOMAN OCCUPATION: 1917 Envelope from Ghazin to Hamadan, franked on reverse 3ch pair paying the
standard 6ch letter rate, bearing small boxed Hamadan Military Censor alongside, fine and scarce military
Persian censor used after the Ottoman troops had left
63403

F / 466

200 - 300



OTTOMAN OCCUPATION: 1917 Philatelic envelope from Kermanchah, franked 12ch on 1kr and 24ch on
1kr, tied KERMANCHAH cds, with boxed Military Censor and negative seal alongside, fine and attractive
usage
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63405

63406

63410

63407

63411
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63413

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63404

F / 466



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

DMA4

500 - 600

SENNEH REBELLION: 1912 Cover from Senneh franked 6sh with overprint of the rebellion. Normally this type
of covers were returned to sender from Hamadan but in this case the cover went through. Thus very scarce
63405



F / 468

DMA4

300 - 500

SENNEH REBELLION: 1912 Cover sent 8 May 1912 from Senneh to Rescht via Hamadan franked with a
6ch with handstamp “Al-Sultan Mohammad Ali Shah Qajar”, no rejection notice, very deep violet “C” control
handstamp, fine and rare, the latest known cover with Al-Sultan handstamp, cert. Persiphila (2005)
63406



F / 468

DMA5

700 - 800

SENNEH REBELLION: 1912 The Muhammed Ali-Shah Senneh Rebellion Issue - April 1912. Cover with a
9sh overprinted cancelled Senneh 25 IV 12 and Hamadan (ARRIVE) ? IV 12. There is no handstamp across
the cover obliging the authorities to return the cover to Senneh. However, most probably not forwarded
outside of Hamadan due to the order from the higher postal authorities that this type of covers should be
returned to Senneh! There is also a “C” control handstamp
63407



F / 468

DMA7 1’500 - 2’000

SENNEH REBELLION: 1912 “Avis de Réception” complete receipt, franked 13sh with Senneh Rebellion
manuscript ovpt, tied SENNEH cds, very fine and an extremely rare AR document, showpiece, signed Sadri

63408

F



DMA8 1’000 - 1’500

SENNEH REBELLION: 1912 Registered “AR” censored cover from Senneh via Enzeli, Baku, Ashkabad to
Hamadan, franked on reverse 26sh with Senneh Rebellion hs, tied SENNEH cds, the cover bears an official
refusal order, hense the cover went back and forth twice, bearing boxed “AR SENNEH No.89” on front, very
fine, rare and an attractive usage, only two such covers recorded, ex Napier
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63414ex
63413

63420
63417

63431

63423ex

63432
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63434ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Censored Mail
63409

F

70 - 100



1912 ARAK: Envelope from Sultanbad to Hamadan, franked on by 6ch domestic rate, paid by two 3ch singles
tied by SULTANBAD/8.VI.1c cds, showing small neat “C” censor mkg of Arak in violet alongside, very fine
63410

200 - 300



F / 468

1915 BORAZJAN: Censored cover from Shiraz to Bushire, franked 6ch applied on reverse and tied by
SHIRAZ/31.IX.15 cds, superimposed by BORAZJAN censor Type II on large tape and British Military censor
tape, unusual, fine and scarce (Eftekhar BZ2)
63411

200 - 300



F / 468

1915 BORAZJAN: Censored cover from Shiraz to Bushire, franked 6ch applied on reverse and tied by
SHIRAZ cds, superimposed by BORAZJAN censor Type II on large tape and British Military censor tape,
unusual, fine and scarce (Eftekhar BZ2)
63412

F

40 - 50



1915 Persia Censored Mail: An envelope franked to back with King George V India covered by “OPENED BY
CENSOR” square label, tied by “ISFAHAN 10 AP 15”, and to front a double circle violet “PASSED CENSOR
BOMBAY”, very fine
63413

340 - 400



F / 468

1916 Stampless envelope endorsed “On Field Service” sent from Basra to England with “BASE POST
DEPOT” 29 DEC 15, with rare green tape label “OPENED UNDER MARTIAL LAW” sealing backflap, front
with a fine strike of the red double circle “PASSED ‘D’ CENSOR, rare
63414

200 - 300



F / 470

1916 RUSSIAN CENSORS: Russian Consular Office in Tabriz, registered censored envelope to Manchester,
franked with Russian Arms & Romanov issues, all tied by Tabriz Russian Consulate cds, plus additional
cover Russian Expeditionary Forces censored cover, a fine pair
63415

F

70 - 100



1916 ISFAHAN: Envelope from Abadeh via Isfahan to Teheran, franked on reverse by 6ch domestic rate,
paid by 6ch tied by ABADEH cds, blue Persian government boxed censor of Isfahan alongside tying censor
tape, fine
63416

F

70 - 100



1916 Persia Censored Mail Russian Occupied Western Persia: An envelope franked with Ahmad Shah First
Portrait 1c and 5c tied by “HAMADAN 19 July 16” sent to Tehran, with Hamadan “C” censor in black and
Russian Military Censor “Controlled by Military Censor”, arrival “TEHERAN 23 July 16”, very fine, scarce
63417

240 - 300



F / 470

1917 Stampless cover with rare “F.P.O. / No.43 / 12 APR 17” (Arab village) cds to back and red double circle
“PASSED ‘D’ CENSOR” to front (Division Censor), with transits Bandar Nasseri 2 May 17 and Ahwaz (date
unclear), sent to Isfahan, arrival 14 May 17, some creasing, rare
63418

F

70 - 100



1917 ISFAHAN: Envelope from Koum, via Yezd to Isfahan, franked on reverse by 6ch domestic rate, paid
by 3ch vertical pair, tied by KOUM cds, blue Persian government boxed censor of Isfahan on front, fine
63419

F

600 - 800



1918-20 Selection of six censored covers three with Dunsterforce cds, one with Passed by British Military
Censor, plus one bearing Lion Type censor cachet from the Soviet Republic of Iran, etc., a fine and scarce
group
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63420

F / 470



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

455/456

200 - 300

1921 Cover from Meched to Tehran during the Revolt of Persian Colonel, franked with a pair of Ahmad
Shah First Portrait Issue 2c sepia and carmine, and a pair of 3c green and grey, tied “MECHED” 29 SP 21,
censored and resealed by tape, boxed handstamp “Censored by Martial Law Government”, very fine and
scarce
63421

F

70 - 100



1943 Double Censored Cover to Palestine franked at back lithographed Majlis 3R pair tied “TEHERAN”
23.2.43 cds alongside Anglo-Soviet-Persian and English (Palestine) censor labels and cachets, some stains
but scarce and better destination & censor combination

Postal Stationery
63422

F

75 - 100



1879 5sh Postal stationery envelope cancelled by violet KASCHAN cds with Teheran arrival ds below, minor
faults
63423



F / 470

420 - 460

1888 12ch surcharged Lion postal stationery envelope uprated with 1891 2ch and 7ch tied by Tehran oval
bilingual cancel, sent registered to Germany with Hannover 22.6.92 arrival bs, soiled, a scarce usage
63424

F



130 - 150

1888 6ch surcharged Lion postal stationery envelope sent from Tauris to Constantinople with arrival bs,
slightly reduced at foot, fine

63425

F



150 - 200

1890 Postal stationery envelope 1887 issue 6ch rose pink (surcharge type A) used as reg. letter with 5ch
(strip of 3) additional fkg at back, pmk oval TEHERAN via Tauris to Vienna (arr. mkg. at back), v.fine and
v.scarce genuinely used, Sadri PE2A $750
63426

F



70 - 80

1893 5ch slate-blue postal stationery envelope from Kerminshah plus 1896 5ch yellow postal stationery
envelope from Meched
63427

F



1896 10ch Postal stationery envelope from Rafsanjan to Yezd, cancelled by scarce violet-blue cds with
arrival cds below, fine
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170 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63428

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150



1902-1921 Nasser-eddin Shah Qajar 4Ch double card bearing on question-card very scarce TEHERAN
POSTE TORO cto and 1921 Revalued 2Ch Coat of Arm postcard, slight stains, very scarce, unused
(Persiphila PC14, PC35, $1545+)
63429

100 - 120



F

1903-04, Two postal stationery items; 1903 6ch on 5ch from Teheran to UK with violet “C” censor hs,
minor fault (PC26); and 1904 12ch Eminent Government of Iran imprinted envelope cancelled by TEHERAN
(BAZAR) ovoid ds, Berlin arrival bs, fine (PE9E)
63430

100 - 120



F

1919 5ch Postal stationery card from Nassirabad to Paris via Kuh-e-Malik Indian Exchange P.O. with large
oval Coat-of-Arms Quetta censor cachet, minor wrinkling.
63431

340 - 400



F / 470

1905 Picture postcard 5c uprated with 12c sent registered from Sistan with violet oval SISTAN Exchange
Post Office, “KUH MALEK SIAH ZIARET” in purple, sent to Belgium, Sea Post Office 6 May 05 cds,
(Afghanistan ship carried on Indian Ocean to Atlantic to Anvers 20 May 05 Belgium), with very fine example
of the rare “K.M.S.Z” marking, one of only two known on a postcard
63432



F / 470

PC59

200 - 300

1938 Aerial Postal Card 50d red and blue, used postcard from Teheran to Kermanchah, uprazed with 10d,
a rare local usage (Persiphila $1’500)
63433

130 - 150



F

1.50R Mohammad Reza Shah Postal stationery card, one unused and one sent from Ispahan to England with
both English and Russian censor hs, unused example very fine, used example with come minor creasing
63434

F collection / 470

300 - 400



Group of 9 unused Imperial envelopes with black monograms, two duplicates, very fine

Collections, Lots etc.
63435

H G

200 - 300



CANCELLATIONS: Group of Persian language cancellations on various stamps (one on piece only) on four
A5 stockcards, incl. Achtian, Amol, Borazjoon, Chirvan, Damavand, Eshgh Abad, Garakan, Ghomicheh,
Golpaigan, Jovein, Kasr Chirine, Kazeroon, Khiav, Khoor, Minab, Natanz, Neiriz, Sagez, etc., three
unidentified, an attractive lot (29 items)
63436

H G

100 - 150



CANCELLATIONS: Stockcard of six items with native cancels incl. partial Tscharsough Chiraz Ispahan on
1911-21 Portrait 2ch, Khiyav, Behnehan (complete on piece), Merend (two strikes on block of 4), Minab on
pair and Lar on 1902 5ch, attractive group

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euros

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63437

C H J DCE A

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

9’000 - 12’000



1865-79, Attractive old-time study collection of the Lion Issues mounted on 23 album pages showing a
good deal of completion unused and used, including shades and much duplication, with Riester Essays
three in different colours and proof on thick paper, Barre Essays (10), Bagari Issue with all four values (41),
1875 Issue with all four values (60), 1876 Issues with blocks of four (113), 1877 Issues (11), 1878 Issues (40),
plus 1878-79 Issues (13), mixed to very fine, an excellent basis for study
63438

CC C H G F DCE DFE



1865-94 Attractive collection of mint, used and postal history, showing strength in the 1889 Typo-graphed
Issue with a fine array of perforation varieties, plus a fine array of revenues, mixed to very fine
474 | All World and Collections

300 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63439

CC C H G J L

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

7’000 - 10’000



1865-78 The Lion Issues: Attractive, valuable & specialised mint and used balance collection neatly mounted
on pre-printed special album pages housed in two brown deluxe album, plus stockpages and stock cards,
showing strength in unused and used, with mostly singles some unused multiples present, also a fine array
of essays including 1865 Riester essays in four colours, Lion Labels type three orange and and extensive
range of the 1865-68 Barre essays with all values and colours well represented showing over 160 singles,
strips and blocks, additionally an excellent array of the issued stamps from the First Bageri Issue through
what appears to be a selection of all other issues, much duplication, mixed to very fine, a scarce assembly
of these popular primitive issues, an excellent basis for study and expansion (100s)
63440

CC C H G F J DCE S

700 - 1’000



1870-79 Attractive mixed balance accumulations in two albums and one stockbook, with unused and used,
many complete sets, some Specimen ovpts, some useful postal stationery, airmail flights and waybils, plus
a fine array of postal history with partly written up on old-time album pages showing some registered and
censored usages, an excellent basis for expansion (38)
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Lot n°

63441
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

63441

CC C H G J DCE A L / 476

Estimate (€)

12’ - 20’000



1870-79, Extensive and valuable specialised collection neatly mounted and presented on 47 album pages,
including the 1867 Barre essays in red (40), green (36), violet (39) and blue (29, showing part or complete
unused reconstruction of the with every plating position being distinct, including the five different clichés,
with singles, pairs and blocks, gutter margin included some with centre of the sheet tête-bêche blocks,
others essays include Reister unadopted essay being Medium format Lion label in red and slate blue
imperforate corner marginal singles, also Reister unadopted essays small format Lion label imperforate
unused singles in orange (2) and brown, the rest of the collection showing a good deal of completion with
some duplication, shades and the usual array of types, including complete sheets in either strips of four or
block of four, plus some with varieties printed both sides, and finally an extensive and interesting range of
forgeries for comparison, an wonderful collection that has been amassed over a life-time of collecting, an
excellent basis for study and expansion (100s)

63442

C H DCE

800 - 1’200



1870-79, Attractive mixed balance accumulation of thirty-seven Lion issues on stock cards, with unused
and used showing an array of different types, all appear to have been signed by Sadri, an excellent basis
for expansion (38)
63443

600 - 800



CC C H G J DCE P

1876-1923, Mixed accumulation of mint and used on album pages, showing an attractive array of Meched
Issues, plus some Officials, Parcel Post, some useful varieties etc., a fun lot to pick through (100s)
63444

300 - 400



CC C H G F J DFE

1876-1940, Array of balance collections in four albums, showing old-time collection in two Paragon alums,
showing extensive array of used including a few Lions, plus cancels, a few useful covers with some airmails,
an unusual mixed accumulation (100s)
63445

CC C F

200 - 300



1876-1942, Mixed accumulation of odds and ends, from the First Portrait set mint to 1942 Pan-American
airmail flight via West Africa, Russian Levant cover from Smyrna to Persia, Russia Arms Issue 3k & 7k tied
ENZELI oval ds etc., unusual
63446

CC C H G J DCE

700 - 1’000



1876-1944, Balance collection on stock pages and album leaves, mint and used, good deal of completion,
a few complete sets, also a few Lion issues, plus some useful Typeset Issues, Officials, mixed to fine, a fun
lot (100s)
63447

CC C H G J DCE P

500 - 700



1876-1950, Mixed balance collections and or accumulation of mint and used on album pages, stockpages,
showing a vast duplicated lots of Ahmed Shah Issues with an extensive array of reprints, a fun lot to pick
through (100s)
63448

CC C H G J DCE P

300 - 400



1876-1950, Mixed balance collection and or accumulation of mint and used on album pages, showing,
some Typeset issues, a fun lot to pick through (100s)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63449

CC H J DCE M

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

5’000 - 8’000



1876-1973, An extensive and valuable collection of mostly unused or mint housed in one large stockbook
and six small ones, showing many of the better sets each bearing the key value or the high value, including
1915 Unissued Kings & Historical Buildings Postage and Officials 1ch to 50kr etc., some useful Revenues,
mixed to very fine (100s)
63450

CC C H G DCE L



200 - 300

1878-1922, Balance collections/accumulations on album pages, a few Lion stamps present, plus a fine
specialised group of the Lion forgeries, plus some later issues mint and used. mixed to fine (100s)
63451

F



1878-1972, Postal Stationery: Attractive unused and used postal cards, envelopes and wrappers, showing
a fine array of picture postal cards unused, with a fine array of other cards some uprated, mixed to very fine

478 | All World and Collections

300 - 500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63452

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

460 - 500



1879-1894, Group of 6 covers incl. 1879 2nd Portrait 5sh from Yezd (missing backflap), 1885-86 5ch single
frankings (2) and on cover with 1kr or 10ch, 1894 10ch from Yezd, mixed condition

63453

500 - 800



CC C H G J DCE

1879-1962, Mixed balance collections and or accumulation of mint and used on album pages, showing
strength in the 1879 & 1879-80 Portrait Issues with postal stationery cut outs, some useful cancels, reprints
and forgeries, additionally some very fine 1885-87 OFFICIEL surcharges in mint blocks of four, plus much
more, a fun lot to pick through (100s)
63454

1’000 - 2’000



G F DFE / 480

1879-1962, Attractive and interesting lot of hundreds of covers, waybills and postal stationery neatly
presented in three cover albums & on album pages, with some useful postal stationery from 1879 to 1925
including 1925 Pahlavi Provisional 2ch on 12ch red postal card unused, 1938 Aerial 50d unused card,
covers & postal history showing some rare usage of the 1885-87 OFFICIEL surcharged issues on cover or
waybill, some later airmail & censored usages, a wonderful lot (100s)

63455

700 - 1’000



CC C H G J DFE

1879-94 Attractive mint collection neatly mounted on pre-printed special album pages housed in brown
deluxe album, showing strength unused sets & singles with many better high values, Official ovpts, some
varieties and proofs, mixed to very fine
63456

CC C H G F DCE L DFE

800 - 1’200



1880-1990, Attractive and varied mixed balance accumulation of collections, selections and stocks of
both stamps and postal history in one large carton, showing airmails, first flights, censored mail, 1925
Commemorative part sheets, forgeries, modern mint and used, plus much more, mixed to fine, an unusual
assembly (100s of covers and stamps)
63457

CC C H

300 - 400



1881-1915, Balance collection on stock pages and album leaves, mint and used with some useful Typeset
Issues, Officials, Airmails, some better complete sets, mixed to fine, a fun lot (100s)
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63454ex4

63461ex2

63484ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63458

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

70 - 80



1882 & 1885 Issues on five covers incl. 1882-84 5s green type a on cover from Meched to Teheran, 1885
5ch (2) on cover from Kerman, 1885 5ch from Schiraz, 1891 5ch (2) on cover from Meched and 1891 5ch on
cover with indistinct cancel, usual cover minor faults
63459

300 - 400



CC C J

1882-1910 Attractive mint collection neatly mounted on pre-printed special album pages housed in brown
deluxe album, showing strength in the un-issued stamps (Persiphila C1/C79) , with mostly singles, but some
pairs and blocks, mixed to very fine
63460

100 - 150



CC C H J

1882-1915, An unusual mixed group of various issues including 1910 Teheran Local mint set of five, 1910
Postal Packet Issues complete set, 1902-15 Officials used etc., an interesting lot
63461

400 - 500



F DFE / 480

1887-1977, Attractive unused and used postal stationery collection with more than 140 items, showing
envelopes, postal cards, postal cards with picture side plus much more, mixed to very fine (140)
63462

800 - 1’200



CC C H G F J DFE

1876-1940 Array of balance collections in eight albums, showing an unusual array of mixed and varied
items including bisects, Post Iraniennes ovpts, some Lion Issues, mint and used accumulation of various
issues, plus covers etc., an unusual mixed accumulation (100’s)
63463

300 - 400



CC C H G F J DFE

1890-1940 Array of balance collections in eight stockbooks, showing extensive array of used with much
duplication, including some revenues, bisects, Hospital Fund Issues, an unusual mixed accumulation (100’s)
63464

CC C H G J DCE P

150 - 200



1890-1990 Mixed balance collections and or accumulation of mint and used on album pages, showing
mostly modern, some middle period mint sets, a fun lot to pick through (100’s)
63465

F

70 - 100



1892-1936, Group of 9 postal stationery cards incl. 1903 3ch on 5ch picture postal card uprated to Germany
(central crease), 1892 Nasser-ed-din Shah Qajar unused postcards incl. 2ch on green, 2ch on beige (2, one
with ink stains), and two 4ch, 1935 “L’IRAN” 90di on light blue unused (corner crease) and on greenish used
and 1936 Reza Shah Pahlavi (French imprint) 10di unused, a fine to very fine group
63466

500



F / 480

1895-1971 Lot of 29 covers and card, postal stat’s, noted many interesting ones, registered and airmail
covers, destinations (Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, GB, Switzerland, German Empire, many to Austria) mostly
fine to very fine, one signed Puschmann
63467

300 - 400



CC C J

1896-1907 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar: Attractive mint balance collection neatly mounted on pre-printed
special album pages housed in brown deluxe album, showing strength unused sets & singles with many
better high values, useful Arabesque hs, mixed to very fine
63468

F

150 - 200



1897-1930s, Group of 25 covers (incl. two backsides-only), various frankings, cancels incl. Rafsanjan,
Sangsar, Jahsum, Khonsar, Ardestan, etc., some in mixed condition but generally fine.
63469

F

100 - 150



1897-1904, Group of four covers incl. 1902-04 2kr single franking with faint Ispahan ovoid ds (Sadri $250+),
1902-04 3c vert. pair from Torchiz, 1902-04 5ch on picture postcard from Teheran, plus 1897 White Paper
issue 1ch (2) and 10ch from Kum, fine group
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63470

CC C H G F DCE DFE

Cat. n°



Estimate (€)

500 - 800

1897-1909 Attractive collection of mint, used and postal history, showing array in the 1899 Arabesque
Issue, 1902 Provisoire, Typeset Issues, later surcharges, plus 1909 Printed Matter Postal Tax set of 17 mint,
signed Sadri (Persiphila $3’400), mixed to very fine, a fun lot to pick through
63471

F

100 - 150



1898-1930s, Group of 25 covers (incl. 4 incoming from Turkey/India), mostly from 1920s and 6ch frankings,
range of cancels incl. Sekkaz, Bunder Abbas, Attarabade, Bam, Dehaparghan, Savodjboulagh, etc., mixed
condition
63472

F

100 - 150



1900-02, Group of four covers with provisional issues incl. 1900 Special Adjutant (handstamped as block
of four) 5ch single franking from Yezd, 1900 5ch on 10ch violet surcharge on single franking from Teheran,
1902 “PROVISOIRE” 5ch single franking on cover and a pair on cover from Teheran, fine group

63473

CC C H J L

1’500 - 2’000



1902 Meched Provisional Issues: Attractive mint balance collection neatly mounted on pre-printed special
album pages housed in brown deluxe album, plus stockpages and stock cards, showing strength in unused
and used, with mostly singles some used multiples present, also a fine array of forgeries, mixed to very fine,
a scarce assembly of these popular primitive issues
63474

F

100 - 150



1902 Rosette Handstamp issues on three covers + 1 cover with 1900 Special Adjutant Provisional 5ch
from Chiraz, with the Rosette frankings incl. 1Kr single franking from Chiraz, 1Kr with registered label from
Hamadan and 1Kr, 10ch and registered label from Kazvin, fine group
63475



CC C H G J M L

1’500 - 2’000

1902-03 A through study of reprints and forgeries of the Teheran Typeset issues, outlining settings and
varieties, including a large stock of complete sheets, mint or cancelled, all written up and knowledgeably
presented on album pages (100’s)
63476

CC C H G DCE



1906-78 Mixed balance collections and or accumulation of mint and used on stockpages housed in three
albums, showing an extensive array of Ahmad Shah Issues with some useful Bushire, much duplication,
some middle and later period used, a fun lot to pick through (100’s)
482 | All World and Collections

500 - 800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

63477

CC C H G J DCE

Estimate (€)

500 - 800



1906-78 Mixed balance collections and or accumulation of mint and used on album pages, housed in four
albums, showing some complete mint sheets, an extensive array of duplication used stock, some middle
and later period mint, a fun lot to pick through (1000’s)
63478

F DFE

50 - 80



1907-19 Group of registered and petition covers and fronts, including a registered cover to Khossrow
Shah Jahan, the well-known merchant in Isfahan as well as other fine varioeties like stamps with displaced
handstamps etc., a fine mix

63479

CC C H G J DCE P

3’000 - 4’000



1907-25 Extensive duplicated assembly of mint in two Lindner album, showing the 1907-09 Ali Shah Qajar
50k gold, vermilion & black in a complete nh sheet of 25, plus some other values from the same set in
blocks of four, 1911-13 Ahmed Shah attractive group of five imperforate colour proofs without value, plus a
duplicated array of eight values all with inverted centre error, 1915 Coronation Issue normals, officials and
parcels posts, plus an extensive array of normals and reprints of these issues in small sheetlets of five some
showing ovpt varieties, plus seven complete sheets of 50 printed both sides, also some wonderful inverted
centres, also 1923 Century of Omar Khayyam Issues with silver and gold borders issue, finally 1924-25 1c to
30kr complete sets of 14, some sets in blocks also, plus much duplication especially the higher values and
some multiples, etc., mixed to generally very fine, a wonderful assembly (100’s)(Sc.$22’000+)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63480

F

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 120



1908-10, Group of six incoming picture postcards to a Customs Official in Enzeli, from Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Italy and France, very fine.
63481

150 - 200



F DFE

1910 Group of ten parcel post receipts, all franked with 1909 Coat of Arms issues, especially the higher kran
values to 20kr, used from various towns and showing scarce pmks, an attractive group (10)
63482

600 - 1’000



F DFE / 484

1910-33 Attractive mixed accumulation of over 60 airmails, first flight covers, cards, postcards or
photographs, showing many high franking usages, mixed to fine, a scarce assembly (60+), some signed
Sadri
63483

F

180 - 240



1911-22, Group of 4 waybill slips with frankings incl. 1915 Parcel Post 2kr and 3kr pair, another with 2kr &
10ch, 1922 Controle 10kr pair, 3kr and 24ch, and 1911-21 First Portrait 10kr block of five, 5kr and 9ch pair
from Astrabad, fine
63483A

3’000 - 4’000



CC C J DCE

1915 Coronation Issues: A wonderful specialized collection which formed the basis for the Bodo Hartmann
collection of these issues, with a total of 57 sheetlets of 5 including Service and Parcel issues, plus a fine
array of varieties with inverted centres, printed both sides, in addition singles, blocks and strips all printed
from sheets of 50, also with similar varieties. An important collection of these issues which would be very
difficult to repeat or equal, generally very fine (100s) (Persiphila 532-65)
63484

300 - 500



G F DFE / 480

1915-25 Attractive mixed accumulation of over 100 covers, picture postcards & stationary cards, showing
many high franking, bisect usages, waybils, officials, registered & surcharged usages, plus a few cover used
in combination with charity issues, mixed to fine, a scarce assembly
63485

F DFE

300 - 500



1917-20 Censored Mail: Attractive specialised group of over 70 covers, showing a wide variety of censored
markings and censored tape, showing some arabic boxed censor hs, a scarce assembly (70+)
63486

500 - 800



F DFE / 484

1918-21 WWI Censored Mail: Specialised accumulation of censored covers, showing a wonderful
assortment of over 80 covers with an array of different frankings, censored markings, censored tape, mixed
to very fine, an excellent basis for study and expansion of this popular censored mail area (80+)
63487

F DFE

500 - 800



1920-39 Attractive mixed accumulation of over 100’s covers, cards, money letters and postcards, showing
many high franking, airmail and registered usages, mixed to fine, a scarce assembly
63488

F DFE / 484

300 - 500



1920-45 Attractive mixed accumulation of over 100 covers, cards, airmails, censored mail and money
letters, showing many high franking, airmail and registered usages, mixed to fine, a scarce assembly
63489

CC C H G F DCE DFE / 484

300 - 500



1925-26 Attractive collection of mint, used and postal history, showing strength in covers with useful
sections of the Pahlavi Provisional Government, Commenoration of the start of the Pahlavi Reign, Regne de
Pahlavi ovpt Issue, plus an especially fine assembly of covers and stamps showing the Obliterated Usages,
some mint and used present, mixed to very fine, a fun lot to pick through
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63507ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63490

C DCE S

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 500



1925-29 Attractive mixed lot of array of odd values all with Specimen ovpts, some faults, some without
gum, mixed to very fine (59)

63491

CC C H G F DCE DFE

1’500 - 2’000



1925-35 Reza Shah: Attractive and valuable collection of Specimens, mint, used and postal history,
showing strength in better mint sets including some of the more valuable high values, especially 1925
Pahlavi Provisional Government Issues, 1926 Régne de Pahlavi set complete mint & set with Specimen,
1927 Airmail set complete mint & set with Specimen (Persiphila $3’400), 1929 Coronation set and parts sets
with Specimen ovpts, 1930 Airmail set complete mint & set with Specimen, 1931-32 Lithographed Issue
set complete mint & set with Specimen, plus an array of other varieties, 1933-34 New Currency Issue set
complete mint & set with Specimen, much more also some useful covers, varieties etc., mixed to very fine,
a fun lot to pick through (100’s), some signed Sadri
63492

F DFE

300 - 500



1925-55 Attractive mixed accumulation of over 60 airmail, first flight covers, cards & postcards, showing
many array of frankings and airmail mkgs, mixed to fine, a scarce assembly (60+)
63493

F DFE / 486

800 - 1’200



1926 Obliterated: Attractive specialised group of seventeen covers & enlarge legal size envelope showing an
array of frankings, all with the Shah’s face obliterated, fourteen of the covers neatly mounted and beautifully
written up on four double sized pages, a rare assembly (17)

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63494

F / 486

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

600 - 800



1927-1955, Collection of 31 postal money letters with some better frankings, a rare group as these postal
money value letters are not seen to often, mixed to mostly very fine, nice specialist group, high cat. value (31)

63495

CC C H J DCE S



1929-36 Extensive duplicated assembly of mint in Lindner album, showing strength in the Reza Shah period,
including 1926-29 Reza Shah set of ten to 2k bright violet with three complete sets plus some other odd
values including some used, 1929 Reza Shah set of 16 with one complete set with Specimen ovpts, plus
normal set and a fine array of duplicates include many of the better values, 1931-32 Reza Shah set of eleven
to 27c dark gray and blue with five complete sets, plus array of odd values, almost complete set in blocks
and part set with Specimen ovpts, 1936 Postes Iraniennes set to 27c with both the rare value signed Bloch,
plus some other odd duplicates, mixed to generally very fine, a wonderful assembly (100’s)(Sc.$20’000+)

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
488 | All World and Collections

2’000 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63496

CC

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100



1930-1969 Duplication on small stockcards, all but 1 set MNH, noted 1953 airs MNH cpl., mostly v.fine, Mi
€ 600 + -

63497

2’000 - 3’000



CC C H G J DCE S

1930-35 Extensive duplicated assembly of mint and used in Lindner album, showing the 1935 Pictorial set
of 9 with eleven complete set, plus some with Specimen ovpts, 1931 part set to 27ch with Specimen ovpts,
1933-35 set of 15 to 5r with eight complete sets, 1935 Post Iraniennes set of 15 also with Specimen ovpts,
1930 & 1935 Airmails sets including set Specimen ovpts, finally 1935 Reza Shah set of 14 to 5r with eleven
sets including blocks of four, mixed to generally very fine, a wonderful assembly (100’s)
63498

CC C

300 - 500



1930-35 Extensive duplicated assembly of mint showing 1930 & 1935 Airmails sets including plus huge
duplication of the lower values, a wonderful assembly (100’s)
63499

F DFE / 486

300 - 500



1931-38 Reza Shah Postal History: Specialised accumulation of covers, showing a wonderful array of over
170 items with an array of different frankings, town markings and registered usages, mixed to very fine, an
excellent basis for study and expansion of this popular censored mail area (80+)
63500

CC C H G F DCE DFE / 486

200 - 300



1931-39 Attractive collection of mint, used and postal history, showing strength in covers, postcards and
postal stationery, some mint and used present, mixed to very fine, a fun lot to pick through
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63501

CC C H G J

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

400 - 600



1935 Postes Iraniennes Issue: Attractive specialised collection neatly mounted on album pages, showing
a fine array of Specimen ovpts, plus a vast array of used with a wonderful array of varieties, multiples and
forgeries etc., mixed to very fine (100’s)

63502



CC C H G F DCE DFE

2’000 - 3’000

1935-41 Reza Shah: Attractive and valuable collection of Specimens, mint, used and postal history,
showing strength in better mint sets including some of the more valuable high values, especially 1935
Poste Iraniennes ovptd issues with complete set of eight to 3t (Sc.$1’395), same set with Specimen ovpt
(Persiphila $3’400), complete set of nine to 27c (Sc.$1’696), same set with Specimen ovpt (Persiphila
$3’600), plus later issues including 1939 set of sheetlets both perf and imperf (Sc.$2’600), 1941 Official set
complete set mint and used, plus much more also some useful covers, varieties etc.,, mixed to very fine, a
fun lot to pick through

63503

CC C H G J DCE



1936-41 Extensive and valuable assembly of mint and used in Lindner album, showing the 1938 Anniversary
of Reza Shah four complete sets of the miniature sheets both imperf. and perf., plus some used sheets and
array of normal singles (Sc.$10’000+), also a selections of mint sets of the 1936-37 and 1938-39 each to
10R (Sc.$7000+), one of which is complete set in blocks of four, finally a scarce group of the 1941 Official set
of 14 to 50r with three complete sets plus some extra and blocks of four (Sc.$13’000+), mixed to generally
very fine, a wonderful assembly (100’s)
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3’000 - 4’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63504

F DFE / 486

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400



1937-45 Specialised accumulation of censored covers, showing a wonderful array of over 90 covers or cards
with a vast array of different frankings, censored markings, censored tape, airmail and registered usages etc.,
mixed to very fine, an excellent basis for study and expansion of this popular Pahlavi period (90+)
63505

400 - 500



F DFE

1938-39 Lithographed Majliss Press Definitives (without Latin inscription): Collection in two Lindner albums
showing 69 covers with array of different values present, many single, multiple and colour frankings but also
diverse mixed issue frankings, registered, airmail frankings and money value letters and a printed matter
wrapper, mostly fine to very fine and difficult to repeat in this quantity (44)
63506

CC H

90 - 100



1942-75, Group of varieties and errors incl. 1942-46 25d violet with vertical pre-printing fold in used vert.
pair, two 1962 Tree Planting 2r with missing yellow, 1967 Coronation 2r with wrong colour centre, 1975
South Asia Tourism 6r pair with red doubled, 1975 Khosrov 2r imperf at top between margin, some minor
bends otherwise fine
63507

F / 486

300 - 500



1942-45, United States Army Post Offices: Attractive, extensive and specialised collection of mostly
covers, showing a wonderful array of APO cancels used in Aberdan, Ahwaz, Andimeshk, Bandar Shahpur,
Khurramshahr, also three later items, an excellent basis for study and a wonderful opportunity to build an
exhibition collection (168 covers)

63508

1’500 - 2’000



CC C H G F DCE DFE

1942-54 Attractive collection of mint, used and postal history, showing strength in better mint sets including
some of the more valuable high values, especially 1942-46 20r chocolate and violet (Sc.902, $1’000),
100r and 200r from the same set, also 1949-50 10r carmine and blue, mint showing CENTRE INVERTED
(Sc.927a, $3’500), plus later issues, some blocks, varieties, proofs and a fine and useful array of covers,
mixed to very fine, a fun lot to pick through

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euros

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

63509

CC C H G J DCE S

Cat. n°



Estimate (€)

3’000 - 4’000

1942-59 Extensive duplicated assembly of mint and used in Lindner two album, showing the 1942-46 Reza
Shah part sets to 200r with some of the better colours, plus some in blocks of four, 1949-50 Pictorials in
four complete sets plus some high values singles,1954-55 & 1955-56 Reza Shah array of complete sets and
singles, 1956-57 Reza Shah with five complete sets, plus much duplication especially the higher values and
some multiples, etc., mixed to generally very fine, a wonderful assembly (100’s)(Sc.$36’000+)

63510

CC C H J DCE

2’000 - 3’000



1949-55 Extensive duplicated assembly of mint in Lindner album, showing the 1949 Victory with twenty four
complete set of five (Sc.$2100), 1950 UPU with thirty six complete sets of two (Sc.$2340), 1950 Reza Shah
Tomb with twenty seven sets of two (Sc.$1296), 1953 Pictorials thirty-nine complete sets of five (Sc.$5070),
1954 Fish twenty-three sets of five (Sc.$2875), 1954 Wood Industry twenty-four sets of four (Sc.$6360),
plus some other lower value sets in quantity etc., mixed to generally very fine, a wonderful assembly (100’s)
(Sc.$20’000+)
63511

CC C H G J DCE



1976-1973 Attractive and extensive mint stock in a number of small boxes and envelopes, showing much
duplication of both singles and complete sets, mostly all mint nh, including blocks of four, also airmails and
officials present, plus a fine array of early used issues, a wonderful accumulation for the ebay dealer (1000’s)
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1’800 - 2’200

50 t

Keep your collection alive

The digital solution: Museum of Philately
A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies
Through our auctions, which have spanned over fifty years, we have presided over the dispersal of hundreds of Grand
Prix and Large Gold medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields
over decades or almost entire lifetimes. To complement the best collections, we have for many years published a series
of traditional deluxe hard-back publications called the Great Philatelic Collections. To bring these collections into the 21st
century, we created the online Museum of Philately. The Museum allows us to host many more collections via its website
and dedicated Apps (both Apple and Google), and uses modern presentation technology to showcase the collections
and their collectors, in a manner not possible by print.

Consigned collections from clients owning Grand Prix or Large Gold Medal exhibits are automatically added
to the museum; these clients can also request a traditional printed publication.
The Museum of Philately allows you to eternalise your collection, and to share your philatelic achievements with friends
and family, but also the rest of the world. Please contact us to have your prized collection added to the Museum.

www.museumofphilately.com

50 t

Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Twenty-two titles published so far, and many more to come.
Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being a valued
keepsake for collectors
and their families, the “Great
Philatelic Collections” series
of limited editions represent
a “must have” for every
enthusiast collecting any
of the subjects comprised
in the series.

See the published titles at
www.davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop
David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

The Khosrow "Joe" Youssefi Award-winning
RECENTLY SOLD BY PRIVATE TREATY

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
www.davidfeldman.com

50 t

collection of Meched Provisional Issues

The award-winning collection of these primitive Meched issues is the most important of its
kind ever formed and contains thirty-two unique items. The eighty pages includes proofs,
essays, singles, multiples some of which are the largest recorded, varieties including
the famous inverted centres and many more, plus an extensive array of thirty-three cards
and or covers showing single, multiple and mixed franking’s, with domestic and foreign
destinations, there is also a specialized study of the forgeries.

General Index

Spring General Auction Series
Geneva - June 14th-19th, 2021
County or Subject

Lot n°

Aden71009
Afghanistan60763
All World
60845 - 60893
Algeria
50525 - 50526, 60894
Andorra
50527, 60717
Antigua and Barbuda
71010 - 71011
Argentina
61500 - 61518
Ascension
71012 - 71085
Australia and States
71086 - 71136
Austria
60000 - 60190, 60895 - 60896, 62002
Azerbaijan
30835 - 30836, 60693
Bahamas
71137 - 71138
Barbados
71139 - 71149
Batum
71150 - 71151
Bechuanaland
70634 - 70649
Belarus30837
Belgium and Colonies
60191 - 60465,
60766 - 60767, 60897 - 60908
Bermuda
71152 - 71167
Bolivia
61519 - 61533
Brazil
61534 - 61610
B.A.T.71168
British Empire Collections
60909 - 60911, 71000 - 71002A
British Guiana
71169 - 71171
British Levant
70650 - 70657, 71172 - 71173
British Virgin Islands
71174 - 71175
Bulgaria60466
Cameroon60768
Canada
71176 - 71188
Cape of Good Hope
71469 - 71511
Ceylon
71189 - 71196
Chile
60912, 61611 - 61617
China
30742 - 30748, 40000 - 40265, 50528,
60769 - 60779, 60913 - 60914, 71265 - 71267
Colombia
60618 - 61661, 60915
Cook Islands
71197 - 71198
Cuba61662
Cyprus
71199 - 71121
Czechoslovakia
60467, 60916 - 60920
Danish West Indies
60469 - 60471
Denmark60468
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County or Subject

Lot n°

Dominican Republic
61663
Ecuador
61664 - 61669
Egypt
10000 - 10274, 60921, 62000 - 62346
Estonia60694
Ethiopia
60780 - 60786, 60921A
Europa60922
Falkland Islands
60841, 60845, 71211A - 71215
Fiji
71216 - 71217
Finland
60472 - 60473
France and Colonies
50000 - 50603, 60923 - 60924
Gambia
71218 - 71220
Georgia
60695 - 60697
Germany, States and Colonies 60474 - 60503, 60925 - 60933
Gibraltar
60934, 71221 - 71241
Gilbert and Ellice Islands
71242
Great Britain
60935 - 60937, 62003 - 62006,
70000 - 70633, 71012 - 71024
Greece and Areas
60504 - 60592, 60938 - 60951
Grenada
71243 - 71255
Guatemala
60952, 61670 - 61671
Haiti
61672 - 61674
Hong Kong
40266 - 40268, 71256 - 71267
Hungary
60073 - 60087, 60593 - 50597, 60953
Iceland
60598 - 60603
India
60788 - 60789, 60816 - 60817,
60955 - 60958, 63006 - 63054, 71268 - 71294
Iran
See Persia
Iraq
60790 - 60794
Ireland
60959, 70658 - 70749, 71295 - 71328
Israel
60795 - 60797, 60960 - 60962
Italy, States and Colonies
60165 - 60182, 60604 - 60661,
60963 - 60979
Jamaica71333
Japan
40269 - 40300, 60980
K.U.T.
71334 - 71335
Korea
60798 - 60799, 60981
Kuwait71336
Labuan
71413 - 71416
Lebanon60800
Leeward Islands
71337
Liberia60801

County or Subject

Lot n°

Libya
60802 - 60803
Lombardy Venetia
60165 - 60182
Luxembourg
60662 - 60668, 60982
Madagascar
50535, 71338
Malaysia
71339 - 71334
Malta60934
Mauritius
60983 - 60984, 71345 - 71395
Mexico
61675 - 61677
Mongolia
30838 - 30867
Montenegro60985
Montserrat71396
Morocco
60804, 60933, 70750 - 70775, 71397
Nauru
70776 - 70802
Netherlands and Colonies
60669 - 60671, 60986
New Hebrides
71398 - 71399
New Zealand
71400 - 71402
Nicaragua61678
Nigeria
71403 - 71407
North Borneo
71408 - 71416
Northern Rhodesia
71417
Norway
60672 - 60673, 60987
Nyasaland71418
Oman
60805 - 60806, 60988
Ottoman Empire
60466, 60591, 60697, 60740 - 60761,
60800, 60807 - 60809, 60989 - 61008
Pakistan
71419 - 71425
Palestine
60807 - 60810, 61009, 62250 - 62258
Panama
61010, 61679
Papua71136
Paraguay
61702 - 61703
Persia
63000 - 63511
Peru
61680 - 61701
Pitcairn Islands
71426
Poland61011
Polar
60841 - 60844, 61012
Portugal and Colonies
60674 - 60686, 61013 - 61015
Rhodesia
71417, 71427 - 71428, 71573
Romania
60014, 60041, 60080, 60122 - 60125,
60154, 60687 - 60691, 60845
Russia
30000 - 30834, 60692, 63055, 63234
Puerto Rico
61016

County or Subject

Lot n°

Russia61017
Saint Helena
71429 - 71440
Saint Kitts-Nevis
71441 - 71443
Saint Lucia
71444
Saint Pierre and Miquelon
50548 - 50576
Saint Vincent
71445 - 71464
Samoa71465
San Marino
61018
Sarawak71466
Saudi Arabia
60811
Serbia
60699 - 60701
Seychelles
71467 - 71468
South Africa
71469 - 71572
Space
61019 - 61025
Spain and Colonies
60702 - 60719, 61026
Sudan
71574 - 71576
Swaziland
71577 - 71578
Sweden
60720 - 60724, 61027 - 61028
Switzerland
60725 - 60739, 61029 - 61032
Syria60812
Taiwan61033
Tannu Tuva
30868 - 30871
Thailand
60813 - 60815
Tibet
60816 - 60817
Tonga
71579 - 71582
Transjordan71583
Trinidad and Tobago
71584 - 71585
Turkey
See Ottoman Empire
Uganda71586
Ukraine60698
UAE60818
United Nations
61034
United States
60819 - 60834, 61035 - 61037
Uruguay
61038, 61704 - 61774
Uzbekistan30873
Vatican City
61039
Venezuela
61775 - 61788
Vietnam61040
Yemen
60835 - 60840, 61041
Yugoslavia60762
Zanzibar50591
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Symbols and Condition

Symboles et Condition / Symbole und Erhaltung
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC

mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE

unused, ungummed or regummed
neuf sans gomme ou regommé /
ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H

used
oblitéré / gebraucht

J

block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock

K

tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I

fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G

piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück

F

cover or postcard incl. postal stationery
lettre, carte postale ou entier /
Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E

essay
essai / Entwurf

P

proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck

R

revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S

specimen
spécimen / Specimen

F

forgery
faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers
/ Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and
cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très
légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre.
/ Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren
(Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peut néanmoins présenter
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.
Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling.
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usure sont un peu plus prononcées.
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / schön			
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usure ainsi que d’autres
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable.
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges.
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will
gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usure, défauts au rabat, de légères
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations
au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts
sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les
descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau
de l’illustration ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation.
Des scans supplémentaires d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple
demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe,
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.
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Consign with Us
Take the advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA
to consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

www.numisor.ch
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
Extensive worldwide client list
Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as on our public auctions in
Geneva. Our more frequent online auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
Member of:
4, Rue des Barques
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)22 735 92 55
Email: auctions@numisor.ch

Conditions of Sale

The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)
Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full
of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations arising
therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions taking
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser
of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).

3. The auction

1. The auction lots are offered
1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and
with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs
count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation,
centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or
accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2 As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or
their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location,
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1 The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions
may be in other currencies than Euros)
€ 50 - 100:

€ 5		

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10		

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20		

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50		

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100

converted into that c
 urrency at the market rate of the day of receipt by
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60
days from the auction period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to
invoice bidders up to the end of the 60 day period, payment being due
immediately.

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next
highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has
been validly accepted.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices.
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.
2.3 Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders
must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.
2.4 Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its
website before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in
the case of Live Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total
of their expenditure in advance. Bids marked «BUY» are considered as
up to ten times the quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made
in other currencies than the advertised currency of the auction will be
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3.1 Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is
Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients
and/or their agents.
3.2 Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.
3.3 Bidders’ representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4 Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the
knock-down price; cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the
buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes
to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to
the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have
been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with
proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers
who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT
at 7.7% of the purchase price. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions; the
buyer shall be responsible for all costs of purchases that are returned to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. should they refuse to pay import duty.
3.5 Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are
successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including

cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer.
Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with
the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.
3.6 Special extended payment facility: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer
a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice immediately,
and the balance over a maximum period of 6 months, paying an equal
instalment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% is
debited to the buyer’s account at the end of each month from the auction
date. When the special extended payment facility has been granted,
the buyer understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be
made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may
be held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account.
Until delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the
offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
3.7 Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests,
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default
with the p
 ayment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover
given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1 Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the
authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for
a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion
of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come
to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at
the latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be e
 xamined
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights
to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN
S.A.. If an extension of the period is required in order to substantiate
the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No
request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An
extention will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension
of the period will be considered without the express written agreement
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, expertise results or other details
which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot be
questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counterexpertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a
stamp is found by a r ecognised expert, t aking financial responsibility for
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently,

the marking «FALSCH» (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All
expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor’s account in the case
of a justified claim, or to the buyer’s account if the claim is not justified.
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knockdown price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case
of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A.,
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David
Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections,
groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any
claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to a
claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a
claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown
in the illustrations.
4.4 Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and
dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal
proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on
overdue payment of 5% for the first month and 2% per month a
 fterwards
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.
4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the
lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has
inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of
bidding on the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations
arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal
action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his
place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and
in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its
Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.
Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall
prevail over all other translations.
(Private Auction-EN-EUR)
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Conditions de Vente

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro (€)
La participation dans l’une des ventes aux enchères de David Feldman
S.A. implique une adhésion totale aux conditions décrites ci-dessous ainsi
qu’aux droits et obligations qui en découlent. Ces mêmes conditions sont
applicables à toute transaction en relation à des pièces ou des lots faisant
partie de la vente aux enchères et conclue en dehors de celle-ci. La Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organisatrice de la présente vente aux enchères, agit
exclusivement comme mandataire et n’assume donc aucune responsabilité
quelconque en cas de manquement(s) des acheteurs et/ou vendeurs.
1. Les lots sont mis en vente
1.1 Sur la base de leur présentation dans le catalogue et/ou sur le site
internet: Les lots sont décrits avec le plus grand soin sans toutefois engager
la responsabilité de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Les photographies
font partie intégrante des descriptions pour ce qui est des marges, de la
dentelure, du centrage, des oblitérations et de toute autre qualité apparente.
La description des lots mentionne si les pièces sont signées par des experts
et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’expertise.
1.2 Sur la base de leur examen: avant et pendant la vente, les acheteurs
ou agents peuvent examiner tous les lots dans nos bureaux ou à l’endroit
de la vente, aux horaires indiqués dans le catalogue de vente ou sur notre
site Internet. Les acheteurs ayant examiné les lots avant la vente et/ou y
participant personnellement et/ou y étant représentés, sont censés avoir
examiné tous les lots achetés et les accepter dans l’état où ils se trouvent
lors de l’adjudication, indépendamment de la description figurant dans le
catalogue.
2. Les offres d’enchères
2.1 Chaque offre d’enchère doit être supérieure à celle formulée
précédemment selon l’échelle suivante: (la monnaie peut changer selon la
vente aux enchères)
€ 50 - 100:

€ 5		

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10		

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20		

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50		

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100		

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Les offres se situant entre ces montants seront arrondies à la surenchère
supérieure. L’enchérisseur est lié par son offre tant qu’une nouvelle
surenchère n’a pas été valablement formulée par un autre enchérisseur.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a le droit de refuser des enchères, de séparer,
joindre ou retirer n’importe quel lot, cela à son entière discrétion. La vente
a lieu en français mais les enchères pourront être répétées en anglais. La
Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est également autorisée à enchérir pour le
compte de vendeurs lorsque des prix de réserve ont été fixés. Si le vendeur
fixe des prix de réserve pour certains de ses lots, il sera alors considéré
comme acheteur et la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. enchérira pour le
compte de celui-ci jusqu’à concurrence des prix de réserve fixés. Lorsque le
prix fixé par le vendeur n’est pas atteint, il sera passé à la criée du lot suivant
par un simple coup de marteau.
2.3 Seuls les clients enregistrés auprés de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ou/et des
sociétés affiliées pourront enregistrer des enchères. Les clients en salle
doivent confirmer leur invitation pour obtenir leur numéro d’enchérisseur.
2.4 Les offres d’enchères écrites reçues par David Feldman SA ou sur le
site Internet avant la vente, sont dans tous les cas prioritaires sur les offres
d’enchères faites dans la salle de vente. L’enchérisseur donnant un ordre
d’enchères écrit peut faire des offres alternatives et/ou limiter le montant
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global de ses offres. Les offres d’enchères données «à acheter» sont
considérées comme pouvant atteindre jusqu’à 10 fois la valeur de l’estimation
imprimée dans le catalogue. Les enchères doivent être faites en Euros. Les
offres d’enchères libellées en d’autres monnaies seront converties en Euros
au cours du jour de leur réception par la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Toute
offre écrite d’enchères est considérée comme liant son auteur pendant 60
jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. est donc en droit de facturer la marchandise à l’enchérisseur jusqu’à
l’expiration de ce délai. Toute facture reçue par celui-ci est de ce fait valable
et doit être payée immédiatement.
3. La vente aux enchères
3.1 A moins que ce ne soit explicitement indiqué, la monnaie de la vente aux
enchères est l’Euro. L’accès à la salle des ventes est exclusivement réservé
aux clients invités et/ou leurs agents.
3.2 Prérogatives de David Feldman S.A.: La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
est en droit selon sa libre appréciation de retirer, de diviser ou de grouper les
lots faisant partie de la présente vente ainsi que de refuser l’adjudication de
n’importe lequel desdits lots. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve
le droit de refuser selon sa libre appréciation toute offre d’enchères et/ou
l’entrée de la salle de vente à n’importe quelle personne quelle qu’elle soit.
La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. n’assume aucune responsabilité
quelconque en cas de dommage corporel survenu sur les lieux de la vente.
3.3 Représentants et Agents de Vente aux Enchères: L’enchérisseur qui
agit pour le compte d’un tiers engage son entière responsabilité personelle
en particulier en ce qui concerne toutes les obligations contractées dans
le cadre de la présente vente. Cette responsabilité s’étend notamment à la
verification de la qualité des lots achetés ainsi qu’au règlement ultérieur de la
facture des lots acquis.
3.4 Enchères gagnantes : Chaque lot est adjugé au plus offrant pour le
compte de son vendeur respectif. En plus du prix de marteau, l’acheteur
paiera une commission d’achat de 22% tous frais compris à l’exception
des frais de port. Les frais de port seront facturés en sus, séparément. A la
tombée du marteau, les profits et risques des lots ainsi adjugés passent à
l’enchérisseur dont l’offre à été acceptée. La marchandise ne sera cependant
remise à l’acquéreur qu’au moment du règlement intégral du prix d’achat (prix
marteau plus les frais).
TVA (Taxe à la vente) - Note indicative concernant les ventes aux enchères
dont les lots se trouvent en Suisse: Les acheteurs domiciliés à l’étranger
ne sont pas soumis à cette taxe, à condition que les marchandises soient
exportées hors de Suisse. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se fera un plaisir de
s’occuper de l’exportation de ces marchandises. Les clients peuvent aussi
faire cette exportation par leurs propres moyens; dans ce cas, ils doivent
fournir à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. une attestation dûment signée et timbrée par
les douanes suisses. Toute acquisition par des acheteurs désirant garder la
marchandise en Suisse est soumise à la taxe TVA de 7.7% sur le prix d’achat
en francs suisses. Il est de la responsabilité de l'acheteur de payer tous les
droits relatifs à l'importation dans d'autres juridictions ; l'acheteur sera par
ailleurs responsable de tous les frais engendrés par le retour des lots à la
maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. s'il refuse de payer les droits d’importation.
3.5 Paiement: Les adjudicataires présents sont tenus de payer comptant
en Euros le prix d’achat et la commission contre remise de la marchandise
acquise. Le paiement en d’autres monnaies est accepté au cours du jour
tel qu’établi par une des grandes banques suisses. Les enchérisseurs par
correspondance auxquels un lot est adjugé ainsi que les adjudicataires
présents auxquels la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. accorde l’autorisation
expresse d’acquitter les montants dus après la vente, sont tenus de payer
le prix d’achat et la commission due à réception de la facture de la vente

aux enchères. Dans ce cas, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. conserve les
lots gagnés qui ne seront remis à leurs acheteurs qu’à réception par DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. du paiement intégral des montants dus. Sauf instructions
spéciales de l’acheteur, l’envoi des lots s’effectue par la poste ou autre
société d’expédition, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. assure, de manière
usuelle, la m
 archandise pour le transit. Les lots, délivrés ou non, conservent
titre de propriété de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. pour le compte du
vendeur jusqu’au paiement intégral de la facture.
3.6 Facilités de paiement: La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. accorde, selon
sa libre appréciation, des facilités de paiement aux acheteurs. L’acheteur
au bénéfice de telles facilités paie un montant minimum de 25% du montant
total de la facture dès réception de celle-ci puis acquitte le solde encore
dû en mensualités égales sur une période de 6 mois maximum. Un intérêt
mensuel plus les frais encourus au taux de 1% sont perçus, à partir de la date
de la vente, par la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. L’intérêt est débité chaque
mois au compte du client. En cas d’octroi de facilités de paiement, la Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. garde les lots adjugés jusqu’au paiement intégral
des montants dus par l’acheteur, étant précisé que l’acheteur peut, en tout
temps avant livraison, examiner la marchandise acquise auprès de la Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Par ailleurs, l’acheteur perd tout droit de réclamation
tel que prévu sous chiffre 4 ci-dessous, 30 jours après la date de la vente aux
enchères.
3.7 Droit de gage: Jusqu’au paiement intégral du montant dû, l’acheteur
confère à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. un droit de gage sur la totalité des lots
gardés par DAVID FELDMAN S.A., acquis avant, pendant et/ou après la
présente vente aux enchères. Ce gage garantit le remboursement de tout
montant dû en capital, intérêts, commissions et frais éventuels. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. est autorisée, mais non obligée, à réaliser les gages sans
autres formalités et sans préavis si l’acquéreur est en demeure pour le
paiement de sa dette ou l’exécution d’une obligation quelconque. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. pourra dans tous les cas réaliser les gages de gré à gré.
A cet effet, elle n’est pas tenue d’observer les formalités prévues par la Loi
fédérale sur la poursuite pour dette et faillite; DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est libre
en outre d’introduire ou de continuer une poursuite ordinaire, sans avoir
préalablement réalisé les gages et sans renoncer pour autant à ceux-ci.
4. Garantie
4.1 Etendue de la garantie: Sous réserve de l’article 4.3 ci-après, l’authenticité
de toutes les pièces philatéliques vendues aux enchères est garantie pendant
30 jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Toute garantie de
défaut ou autre garantie de quelque nature qu’elle soit est expressément
exclue. Toute réclamation concernant l’authenticité doit être transmise à
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. dès réception des lots, mais au plus tard dans les 30
jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Avant la livraison, qui
peut intervenir après ce délai de 30 jours, les pièces philatéliques acquises
peuvent être examinées auprès de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. L’acheteur dont
la réclamation parvient à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. après ce délai de 30 jours à
compter de la date de la vente aux enchères perd tout droit à la garantie. Sa
réclamation ne sera pas prise en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Si
un délai supplémentaire pour formuler une réclamation liée à l’authenticité
d’une pièce philatélique s’avère nécessaire, la demande doit en être faite à
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. dans le délai de 30 jours à compter de la date de la
vente aux enchères. Aucune demande parvenue après ce délai de 30 jours
à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ne sera prise en considération. Le délai d’extension
expirera 3 mois après la date de la vente aux enchères. Les résultats de
l’expertise pour laquelle un délai a été accepté doivent parvenir à DAVID
FELDMAN S.A dans ce délai. Un délai supplémentaire ne peut être accordé
qu’avec l’accord écrit de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Seules les réclamations,
résultats d’expertise ou autres notifications parvenus dans les délais seront
pris en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A.

4.2 Expertise ou contre-expertise: Lorsque l’authenticité d’un lot est
contestée l’acheteur est tenu de produire un certificat d’expertise ou de
contre-expertise émanant d’un expert qualifié justifiant sa réclamation. Si
l’expert reconnu, assumant toute responsabilité en cas d’erreur, juge que le
timbre a été falsifié, il peut le marquer en conséquence; les signes «FAUX» ou
«FALSIFIE» ne constituent pas alors une altération du lot. En présence d’une
telle réclamation DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de demander
selon la libre appréciation une ou plusieurs expertises subséquentes dont
les frais seront mis à charge du vendeur dans l’hypothèse où la réclamation
de l’acheteur est fondée. Dans le cas contraire l’acheteur supportera tous
les frais d’expertise encourus. Lorsque la réclamation est fondée, le lot est
repris et le prix d’adjudication ainsi que la commission sont intégralement
remboursés à l’acheteur. Dans le cas d’un paiement retardé dû à une
expertise agréée par David Feldman S.A., des intérêts sont payables à 50%
du taux habituel pour tout lot dont l’authenticité est confirmée. Si David
Feldman S.A. n’est pas d’accord tous les intérêts seront dus.
4.3 Limites de la garantie: Les lots décrits comme collections, sélections ou
groupes, ceux formés de doubles et d’accumulations, ne peuvent faire l’objet
d’une réclamation quelconque. Les réclamations concernant les lots décrits
comme série ou groupes de séries contenant plus d’un timbre, ne sont prises
en considération dans les limites de l’article 4.1 ci-dessus que si elles portent
sur plus d’un tiers de la valeur totale d’acquisition du lot. Les lots qui ont
été examinés par l’acheteur ou son agent, ainsi que les lots qui sont décrits
comme ayant des défauts ne peuvent faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation par
rapport à ceux ci. Tout lot illustré ne peut faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation au
sujet de la perforation, du centrage, des marges ou tout autre élément visible
dans l’illustration.
4.4 Paiement tardif: Si le paiement du prix marteau et de la commission due
par l’acheteur n’intervient pas dans les 30 jours à compter de la date de la
vente aux enchères, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit d’annuler la
vente et de disposer du(des) lot(s) concerné(s) et/ou d'agir par toute voie de
droit utile contre l'acquéreur afin d'obtenir les paiements en souffrance plus
un intérêt d’au moins 5% dès le premier mois et 2% par mois supplémentaire.
De plus, les dépenses encourues seront perçues sur toutes les sommes
dues par l’acheteur 30 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. Le
débiteur défaillant perd en outre tout droit de réclamation.
4.5 Le prix marteau pourra, exceptionellement, être ramené à la mise
gagnante la plus basse s’il est établi que le même enchérisseur a augmenté
le prix par inadvertance en utilisant plus d’un moyen de miser.
5. Droit applicable et juridiction
La présente vente aux enchères ainsi que tous les rapports juridiques qui
en découlent seront soumis au Droit suisse exclusivement. Toute action
légale ou procédure concernant la vente aux enchères ainsi que les rapports
juridiques qui en découlent seront soumis à la juridiction exclusive des
tribunaux de Genève, sous réserve d’appel au Tribunal fédéral suisse à
Lausanne. Dans tous les cas, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de
poursuivre tout acheteur défaillant à son lieu de résidence, auquel cas le Droit
Suisse reste applicable.
6. Toute transaction
Ces conditions sont applicables à toute transaction même en dehors des
ventes aux enchères, avec David Feldman SA.
Note: Les présentes Conditions de vente ont été rédigées en anglais et sont
accompagnées d’une traduction française. En cas de divergence entre la
version anglaise et la version française, le texte anglais prévaudra.
(Private Auction-FR-EUR)
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Lieu / Standort
Tram and bus stop: Les Esserts, just in front of the offices.
From Cornavin Train Station: 18 minutes by tram 14
(direction P+R Bernex, every 5 minutes)
From Geneva International Airport: 22 minutes by bus 23
(direction Tours-de-Carouge, every 15 minutes)
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Geneva Area Hotels

Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf
Hotel Ibis Budget Geneva Petit-Lancy
Chemin des Olliquettes 6
1213 Petit-Lancy, Switzerland

Hôtel des Horlogers
Route de Saint-Julien 135
1228 Plan-les-Ouates, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 70

Distance: 16 minutes by bus 23 (every 15 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 100

Tel +41 22 709 02 20
https://all.accor.com/hotel/7291/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 884 08 33
www.horlogers-ge.ch

Hotel Ibis Geneva Petit-Lancy
Chemin des Olliquettes 8
1213 Petit Lancy, Switzerland

Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues
Quai des Bergues 33
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 74

Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 610

Tel +41 22 709 02 00
https://all.accor.com/hotel/7289/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 908 70 00
www.fourseasons.com/geneva

Tiffany Hôtel
Rue de l’Arquebuse 20
1204 Genève, Switzerland

Hôtel Astoria
Place Cornavin 6
1211 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 14 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 180

Distance: 18 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 160

Tel +41 22 708 16 16
www.hotel-tiffany.ch

Tel +41 22 544 52 52
www.astoria-geneve.ch

Auberge de Confignon

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix

Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 170

Distance: 19 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 450

Tel +41 22 757 19 44
www.auberge-confignon.ch

Tel +41 22 908 60 00
www.ritzcarlton.com/geneva

Place de l’Eglise 6
1232 Confignon, Switzerland
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Quai du Mont-Blanc 11
1201 Genève, Switzerland
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All Bids in Euros (€)

DIRECT CONTACT DURING AUCTION :
Tel : +41 22 727 0777

Client no

Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS and Fax or Mail your bids as soon as possible.
NAME

Bidder no

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

MAILING ADDRESS .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
		.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Please bid for me on the lots I have marked
below, purchasing for me as much below my
limits as possible.

		.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
IF P.O. BOX ABOVE, HOME ADDRESS .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
		
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

I agree to your conditions of sale as printed in
your auction catalogue and back of this form.

TEL N° ..................................................................................................................................................... FAX N° .....................................................................................................................................

Date:

EMAIL ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Credit Card / Special instructions, etc. - see overleaf

Signed:

Bids falling between our standard bid steps will be increased to the next step (see conditions of sale).
Lot N°

Limit Euro

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Lot N°

Limit Euro

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Lot N°

Limit Euro

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Shipping Instructions:
❏

Courier (FedEx Express)

❏

Mail

❏

Hold for pickup

❏

Other __________________
_______________________

Standard Bid Steps (€)
50-100 			
5
100-200 		
10
200-500
20
500-1’000
50
1’000-2’000 100

2’000-5’000
200
5’000-10’000
500
10’000-20’000 1’000
20’000-50’000 2’000
50’000-100’000 5’000

Special Extended Payment Facility for Purchases (Over Euro 5'000)

If competition necessitates, increase my bids by :

I wish to avail of your Special Extended Payment Facility over ....................... months (max. 6 months) and agree to pay ............................................................
(min. 25% of total purchase) on receipt of your auction invoice. The balance will be paid by me in equal monthly installments
thereafter. I agree to pay interest plus charges of 1% per month, from the auction date, on the outstanding balances.
I understand that any claims must be made within 30 days of the auction date, even though you may be holding the lots on my behalf.
(Until delivery, all lots may be examined at the offices of David Feldman SA)

1 bid step o 10% o 25% o 50% o

					 Signed ........................................................................................................................................................................................................

(Tick appropriate box)

My Total Purchase Limit is:
€ ______________________
Minimum for any Limit € 1’000

DFSA w Route de Chancy 59, Building D, 3rd floor w 1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland w Tel. +41 22 727 07 77 w info@davidfeldman.com

REFERENCES

TVA is 7.7% for lots NOT exported from
Switzerland.

4 While we take every care and attention to execute
your written bids in your very best interest, we
regret we cannot accept responsibility for errors,
omissions or late arriving bids.

3 If this is your first time dealing with our company,
please include a deposit of 25% of your total bids,
or suitable credit references such as your bankers
and one or two stamp dealers or auctioneers who
have extended you credit facilities.

2 An all-in fee of 22% is added to the knock-down
price of each lot (see sale condition 3.4). Shipping
cost is additional.

1 Bids are considered as being in Euro unless
specially stated in some other convertible
currency. Bids in other currencies will be
converted to Euros at the market rate on the
date of receipt.
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writing before the auction.
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